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Abstract 

The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) mandates flight inspection 

in every country to provide safety during flight operations. Among many criteria of 

flight inspection, airborne inspection of Instrument Landing Systems (ILS) is very 

important because the ILS is the primary landing guidance system worldwide. During 

flight inspection of the ILS, accuracy in ILS landing guidance is checked by using a 

Flight Inspection System (FIS). Therefore, a flight inspection system must have high 

accuracy in its positioning capability to detect any deviation so that accurate guidance 

of the ILS can be maintained. Currently, there are two Automated Flight Inspection 

Systems (AFIS). One is called Inertial-based AFIS, and the other one is called 

Differential GPS-based (DGPS-based) AFIS. The Inertial-based AFIS enables 

efficient flight inspection procedures, but its drawback is high cost because it requires 

a navigation-grade Inertial Navigation System (INS). On the other hand, the DGPS-

based AFIS has relatively low cost, but flight inspection procedures require landing 

and setting up a reference receiver. Most countries use either one of the systems based 

on their own preferences. 

There are around 1200 ILS in the U.S., and each ILS must be inspected every 6 

to 9 months. Therefore, it is important to manage the airborne inspection of the ILS in 

a very efficient manner. For this reason, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
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mainly uses the Inertial-based AFIS, which has better efficiency than the DGPS-based 

AFIS in spite of its high cost. Obviously, the FAA spends tremendous resources on 

flight inspection. 

This thesis investigates the value of GPS and the FAA's augmentation to GPS 

for civil aviation called the Wide Area Augmentation System (or WAAS) for flight 

inspection. Because standard GPS or WAAS position outputs cannot meet the required 

accuracy for flight inspection, in this thesis, various algorithms are developed to 

improve the positioning ability of Flight Inspection Systems (FIS) by using GPS and 

WAAS in novel manners. The algorithms include Adaptive Carrier Smoothing (ACS), 

optimizing WAAS accuracy and stability, and reference point-based precise relative 

positioning for real-time and near-real-time applications. The developed systems are 

WAAS-aided FIS, WAAS-based FIS, and stand-alone GPS-based FIS. These systems 

offer both high efficiency and low cost, and they have different advantages over one 

another in terms of accuracy, integrity, and worldwide availability. The performance 

of each system is tested with experimental flight test data and shown to have accuracy 

that is sufficient for flight inspection and superior to the current Inertial-based AFIS. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction to GNSS and Flight 

Inspection 

1.1 Introduction 

Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) are rapidly evolving day by day 

and becoming an important part of life in a modern society. There are more and more 

applications in satellite navigation systems, such as the Global Positioning System 

(GPS) and Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS), that play a key role in 

everyday life. These applications include ship and airplane guidance, automatic 

machine control in agriculture, precise positioning in construction, and even finding 

friends in crowded urban buildings. This thesis adds one more to the list of innovative 

applications offered by GNSS: Flight Inspection. This chapter provides the overall 

background of this thesis. 

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.2 introduces the overview of the 

GNSS, where GPS and WAAS are discussed in more detail. Section 1.3 introduces the 

Instrument Landing System (ILS) and flight inspection. In this section, the previous 
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and current flight inspection systems are also introduced. Section 1.4 presents the 

motivation of this thesis. Section 1.5 summarizes thesis contributions. 

1.2 Overview of Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) 

Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) is the generic name given to 

satellite navigation systems and their augmentation systems. The first generation of 

the GNSS is the Global Positioning System (GPS) that was developed under the U.S. 

Department of Defense (DoD) and declared fully operational in 1995 [EngeMisra]. 

When GPS was being developed, the Soviet Union started developing a similar system, 

GLONASS. As of 2007, Russia maintains responsibility for GLONASS, but 

GLONASS is not fully operational and needs to launch several new satellites. The 

European satellite navigation system is called Galileo. The European Union (EU) 

sanctioned the development of Galileo in 2002. Unlike GLONASS, Galileo is 

designed to be fully compatible with GPS. Currently, it is expected that Galileo will 

become operational after 2010 [EngeMisra]. GPS, GLONASS, and Galileo provide 

signals for military as well as civil uses. 

There are several Satellite Based Augmentation Systems (SBAS). As of 2007, 

the only fully operational augmentation system supporting vertical guidance is the 

Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) in the U.S.. The Federal Aviation 

Administration was the key player in developing WAAS whose main purpose is to 

serve various phases of civilian flight in North America. A similar system to WAAS in 

Europe is called the European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS). 

The EGNOS system is developed and deployed under the European Space Agency 

(ESA). As of 2007, EGNOS is in its initial operation phase [Lyon]. Another similar 

system to the WAAS in Japan is the Multi-functional Satellite Augmentation System 

(MSAS) developed by the Japan Civil Aviation Bureau (JCAB). MSAS is fully 

compatible and interoperational with WAAS and EGNOS and is now certified for 

horizontal guidance [Sakai]. More recently, India is working on an Indian space-based 

augmentation system known as GPS and GEO Augmented Navigation (GAGAN) 
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[Sisodia]. Japan is undertaking another regional system known as the Quasi-Zenith 

Satellite System (QZSS) to transmit ranging signals and differential correction signals 

especially to users in Japan as well as East Asia and the Oceania region [Kogure]. 

Among the systems described above, current GPS and WAAS are discussed in 

more detail in the following subsections. After that, modernization of GPS and WAAS 

are discussed. 

1.2.1 Global Positioning System (GPS) 

The Global Positioning System (GPS) consists of three segments: the Space 

Segment, the Control Segment, and the User Segment. The Space Segment consists of 

a baseline of 24 satellites that are distributed in six orbital planes inclined at 55° 

relative to the equatorial plane. This constellation is designed such that a user can view 

at least four satellites at any time and any place on Earth. Figure 1.1 shows the 

baseline constellation of 24 GPS satellites. The Control Segment comprises monitor 

stations, ground antennas, and the Master Control Station. Monitor stations are spread 

over the world and track satellite signals. The information gathered at the monitor 

stations are transferred to the Master Control Station where ephemeris and satellite 

clock parameters are computed. Also, the Master Control Station determines satellite 

health, maintains GPS time, and generates satellite navigation messages. The 

navigation message is sent to the GPS satellites from the ground antennas via S-band 

radio link. The Space Segment and the Control Segment are maintained by the DoD 

[EngeMisra]. Figure 1.2 shows the locations of Control Segment elements over the 

world. Recently, the DoD has added several new monitor stations to the stations 

shown in Figure 1.2. 
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Figure 1.1: A baseline constellation of 24 GPS satellites (Courtesy of FAA) 

The User Segment includes military and civil equipment. The User Segment, 

especially in civil use, is no longer a passive player in satellite navigation systems. 

Business commerce related to satellite navigation systems grows rapidly and life for 

civilians more and more heavily depends on GPS or GNSS. As a result, the future of 

GPS cannot be determined without considering the needs of the User Segment. 

Figure 1.2: Worldwide location of GPS Control Segment elements (Courtesy of FAA) 
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Currently, the GPS satellites transmit two signals using two radio frequencies in 

the L-Band LI and L2. The center frequencies of LI and L2 are 1575.42 MHz and 

1227.60 MHz, respectively. The signal for LI is available to civil users, but the signal 

for L2 was originally intended for DoD-authorized users. Each signal has three 

components [ISGPS]: carrier, ranging code, and navigation data. 

The carrier is an RF sinusoidal signal having frequency of LI or L2. The 

navigation data is a binary-coded message conveying satellite health status, ephemeris 

and satellite clock parameters, and almanac. GPS ranging codes are based on pseudo

random noise (PRN) sequences. The special property of the PRN codes is that each 

GPS satellite can transmit its own unique code at the same frequency without 

interfering with the codes from other GPS satellites. The PRN codes on the LI 

frequency are called coarse/acquisition codes (C/A-codes) and their chipping rate is 

1.023 MHz. The PRN codes on the L2 frequency are called precision codes (P(Y)-

codes) and their chipping rate is 10.23 MHz. The chipping rate of P(Y)-codes makes 

the chip length 10 times smaller than the C/A-codes, which means that ranging 

precision is also much greater. The P(Y)-code is only available for military purposes. 

A GPS receiver captures the RF signal and measures the signal transit time for 

each captured satellite signal. It also decodes the navigation message to determine 

satellite position and clock parameters. Using the above information, it is possible to 

compute the user's position, velocity, and time. 

The performance in estimating user position, velocity, and time also depends on 

measurement errors. The GPS measurement errors and their error size are listed in the 

following bullets [EngeMisra] and illustrated in Figure 1.3. 

• Satellite clock modeling error: 2 m (rms) 

• Satellite ephemeris prediction: 2 m (rms) along the line of sight vector 

• Ionospheric delay error: 2 -10 m in zenith direction 
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• Tropospheric delay error: 2.3 - 2.5 m in zenith direction 

• Multipath: 0.5 - 1 m in code measurement and 0.5 - 1 cm in carrier 

measurement in a clean environment 

• Receiver noise: 0.25 - 0.5 m (rms) in code measurement and 1 - 2 mm 

(rms) in carrier measurement 

GPS satellites 

Ionospheric delay \ 

GPS clock & 
ephemeris error 

Tropospheric delay \ < 
4 l» 

Receiver 
noise Multipath 

Figure 1.3: Various GPS measurement errors sources 

The code and carrier measurements have the same amount of errors from the 

satellite clock modeling error, satellite ephemeris prediction error, and tropospheric 
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delay errors. The ionospheric delay is the largest of the errors, but its effect in the code 

and carrier measurements is equal and opposite, thus enabling an estimation of the 

error. 

1.2.2 Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) 

The FAA commissioned the Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) in 2003 

to aid GPS by broadcasting 250 bps messages over the U.S. using two geostationary 

satellites. With WAAS, the augmented GPS will meet near CAT I precision landing 

requirements in terms of accuracy, integrity, continuity and availability [Walter06]. 

Note that the requirements are listed on page 14 in this chapter. Therefore, WAAS 

greatly helps aircraft operations over the U.S. by providing guidance for oceanic, en 

route, non-precision, and vertically guided approach phases. If GPS or WAAS were to 

broadcast hazardous information to a user, WAAS would detect this and issue a flag 

within six seconds with a confidence level of 99.99999%. WAAS also provides 

greater than 99.9% availability for vertically guided approach. Availability is defined 

as the probability that the service meets all requirements for the full duration of the 

approach. WAAS accuracy (95%) over the U.S. is better than 0.9 meters in the 

horizontal and 1.3 meters in the vertical [WAASPAN]. The conceptual illustration of 

WAAS is shown in Figure 1.4. 
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Figure 1.4: Conceptual illustration of Wide Area Augmentation System (Courtesy of FAA) 

The broadcast WAAS messages, generated at the WAAS Master Station using 

the observation from the WAAS reference stations, include [WAASMOPS]: 

• Differential corrections: Fast and long-term satellite clock-ephemeris error 

corrections and ionospheric delay error correction; 

• Accuracy of the differential corrections: User Differential Range Error 

Indicator (UDREI) and Grid Ionospheric Vertical Error Indicator (GIVEI); 

• Masks: A mask is used to designate which slot is assigned to a specific 

satellite for a correction message; 

• Geostationary navigation messages: This message updates the location of 

WAAS geostationary satellites; and 

• Parity: The parity provides a secure tool to detect a bit error. 
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The WAAS geostationary satellites also transmit ranging signals. Therefore, a 

better satellite geometry can be obtained with WAAS than with stand-alone GPS. 

1.2.3 Modernization of GPS and WAAS 

To better serve civil and military needs, the modernization plan of GPS and 

WAAS has been started [Enge03][Walter042]. The modernization of GPS is planned 

for both military and civil uses by adding new signals. The new civil signals are L2C 

and L5. The L2C signal is collocated at the L2 frequency with the P(Y)-code and has 

similar code structure to the LI C/A code. Some satellites that transmit the L2C signal, 

Block IIR, have already been launched. However, the full constellation with the L2C 

signal will not be complete until 2013. The L5 signal will be allocated at the center 

frequency of 1176.45 MHz and has longer and faster codes than LI C/A and L2C 

codes. The satellites that transmit the L5 signal are scheduled to launch in 2008. The 

full constellation of L5 signals will be completed around 2018. The new military code, 

called M code, will be allocated at LI and L2 frequencies. Figure 1.5 summarizes the 

frequency allocation of current and new signals. These new signals add better 

correlation properties, multipath mitigation, and better resistance to interference when 

compared to current GPS. 
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Figure 1.5: Frequency allocation of current and new GPS signals (Courtesy of Aerospace Corp.) 

The modernization of WAAS plans to utilize L5 and Galileo [Walter042]. The 

use of L5 enables a user to simply remove ionospheric delay effects which are the 

biggest error source in WAAS. The additional ranging sources from Galileo will give 

the WAAS better accuracy, continuity, and availability. Overall, the modernized 

WAAS will be expected to provide CAT I level performance throughout the U.S.. 

1.3 Instrument Landing System and Flight Inspection 

1.3.1 Instrument Landing System (ILS) 

The Instrument Landing System (ILS) has been a primary landing guidance 

system worldwide since the 1940s and is expected to serve an additional 30 or more 

years beyond 2007. The ILS consists of a localizer, a glide-slope, and marker beacons. 
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The localizer and the glideslope provide horizontal and vertical guidance, respectively, 

to an approaching airplane for a given runway. Marker beacons provide an indication 

to pilots of their progress along the glide path. The ILS guidance during approach is 

illustrated in Figure 1.6:. 

Figure 1.6: An airplane approaches a runway using ILS guidance 

The localizer establishes a radiation pattern in space to provide a signal that 

indicates lateral deviation from the runway centerline [Kayton]. To form this radiation 

pattern, called Carrier-with-SideBands (CSB), an RF carrier around 110 MHz is 

modulated with discrete 90 Hz and 150 Hz bands above and below the frequency. The 

glideslope forms its radiation pattern, CSB, in space in the same way, but its carrier 

frequency is around 330 MHz. The glideslope provides vertical guidance by indicating 

vertical deviation from a 3° slope vertical landing course. Figure 1.7 shows the 

radiation patterns of the localizer and the glideslope and their guidance. The marker 

beacons simply transmit an audible Morse-code identification signal at 75 MHz. 
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Figure 1.7: Localizer and glideslope radiation patterns and their guidance 

Depending on the quality of the ILS, ILS can be categorized into three kinds. 

Each category is associated with precision approach categories that are distinguished 

from each other by decision height (DH) and runway visual range (RVR) [Enge96]. 

The decision height is an altitude at which a pilot must decide to either complete or 

abort the landing. If the aircraft is performing the approach coupled to an autopilot 

with guidance from an ILS or WAAS receiver, the pilot must take over and fly the 

aircraft by hand to land or execute the missed approach procedure at this point. To 

complete the landing, RVR, a measure of visibility, must be also met. The DH and the 

RVR for each category are listed in the following bullets. 

• CAT I: The DH is at least 200 ft. The RVR is at least 2400 ft. 
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• CAT II: The DH is between 100 and 200 ft. The RVR is at least 1200 ft. 

• CAT III: The DH is less than 100 ft or the RVR is less than 1200 ft. 

An ILS may not always provide accurate guidance. In order to ensure the 

guidance from an ILS within specifications, the ILS must be periodically inspected 

and calibrated via flight inspection. The next section discusses flight inspection of the 

ILS. 

1.3.2 Flight Inspection for ILS Calibration 

The main drawback of the ILS is its sensitivity to multipath. Any changes of 

surrounding environment from its initial commission or the last calibration can cause a 

significant accuracy degradation of the ILS. There can also be some drift in the 

electrical components of the system. For these reasons, the Federal Aviation 

Administration (FAA) regularly checks and calibrates the ILS to maintain its accuracy. 

The accuracy in the guidance of an ILS is checked via flight inspection. During a 

flight inspection, an aircraft approaches a runway following the ILS guidance. The 

actual flight path during approach is estimated independently from a Flight Inspection 

System (FIS). This estimated flight path is compared to the ILS signal to determine the 

errors in the ILS guidance. If there is a deviation in the ILS guidance, a calibration is 

required and the ILS electronics are adjusted by ground crews. 

Since the duration of the approach usually takes less than a few minutes, an FIS 

only uses a short set of measurements to estimate the flight path. The aircraft's flight 

path can be estimated in near-real-time but must be estimated within an accuracy 

requirement. The accuracy required for a FIS is not rectilinear. Since the ILS is an 

angular guidance system, the accuracy requirements of a FIS are also angular. The 

FAA uses the following guidelines. For CAT I ILS, the estimation error (95%) should 

be less than 0.05 deg from glideslope and localizer antennas down to 30 cm in vertical 

and 60 cm in cross-track. For CAT IMIIILS, the estimation error (95%) should be 
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less than 0.015 deg from glideslope and localizer antennas down to 30 cm in vertical 

and 60 cm in cross-track. In other words, the accuracy requirements become looser as 

the distance from those antennas increases if XYZ Cartesian coordinates are used. The 

vertical FIS accuracy requirement for ILS calibration is shown in Figure 1.8 as an 

example. 

2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 
Distance to Antenna (m) 

Figure 1.8: Vertical flight inspection system accuracy requirements for ILS calibration 

Various sensors and systems have been used in flight inspection for ILS. The 

next section introduces the previous and current FIS. 

1.3.3 History of Flight Inspection Systems 

The first instrument used for the ILS calibration was a theodolite, an instrument 

that measures horizontal and vertical angles [FIH]. Figure 1.9 shows the old fashioned 
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ILS calibration procedure with a theodolite. This procedure required very skilled 

people and was time consuming. Then, an automatic light or laser tracker replaced the 

manual theodolites (around the 1970s-1980s). A light tracker followed a light source 

installed on the airplane, and a laser tracker followed the reflected laser from the 

airplane. Flight paths were still estimated on the ground, and the overall ILS 

calibration procedure still took a significant amount of time. During the 1980s, the 

Inertial-based Automatic (or Automated) Flight Inspection System (AFIS) was 

developed [FIH][Scherzinger]. This system uses a navigation grade INS (Inertial 

Navigation System) as a primary sensor with a barometric altimeter, a radar altimeter, 

a camera system (TVPS), and a pilot event button. A Kalman filter was used to 

estimate a flight trajectory by fusing the measurements from those sensors. This 

system is an automated self-contained system that made the ILS calibration procedure 

more efficient and convenient than the previous instruments. However, the drawbacks 

of the Inertial-based AFIS are high cost and degrading accuracy further from a runway. 

Also, an airplane needs to fly level over the whole runway to calibrate various biases 

in the INS. Regardless of the drawbacks, this kind of AFIS has continuously evolved 

and is being used in the U.S. and worldwide. GPS was also added to the sensor suite 

when it became available in the 1990s. 

After precise positioning techniques using differential GPS were developed and 

commercialized around the 1990s [FIH], the techniques were adapted to a flight 

inspection system for the ILS calibration problem. This kind of FIS is called the 

Differential GPS-based Automatic Flight Inspection System (DGPS-based AFIS) 

[Feit]. This system usually provides a centimeter level of accuracy in real-time without 

any drifts. However, it requires the time-consuming procedure of setting up a local 

reference station in each airport, which is the main drawback of the DGPS-based AFIS. 
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Figure 1.9: The two surveyors on the ground measure the aircraft's deviation 

from the desired flight path using a theodolite (courtesy of CAHS collection) [DC3] 

Current automated FIS are Inertial-based AFIS and DGPS-based AFIS. Figure 

1.10 shows an example of a modern computerized FIS. The characteristics of the two 

current FIS are quite different in terms of cost, accuracy and efficiency. In the U.S., 

the FAA prefers to use the Inertial-based AFIS mainly due to its efficiency in spite of 

the higher cost. To inspect numerous ILS across the U.S., efficiency becomes the most 

important factor. 
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Figure 1.10: Modern computerized FIS (courtesy of NXT, Inc) [NXTFIS] 

1.4 Motivation 

The flight inspection operation in the U.S. is quite extensive because of the large 

numbers of ILS. There are around 1200 ILS in the U.S. [Enge96]. The ILS must be 

inspected every 6 to 9 months and calibrated if necessary. Therefore, it is important to 

manage the airborne inspection of the ILS in a very efficient way such that no ILS is 

behind in its scheduled inspection. That is why the FAA mainly uses the Inertial-based 

AFIS. Unfortunately, the Inertial-based AFIS is expensive because it requires a 

navigation-grade INS. Obviously, the FAA spends tremendous resources on flight 

inspection. The motivation of this thesis is to develop a flight inspection system that 

can achieve high efficiency and low cost at the same time. The expected benefit is that 

the overall flight inspection procedure can be more manageable in terms of time and 

costs. 

1.5 Thesis Synopsis and Contributions 

This thesis is divided into two parts. Part I covers the algorithm developments 

for improving position accuracy and stability of GPS and WAAS. The developed 
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algorithms in Part I play a key role later in Part II which covers the developed flight 

inspection systems and their experimental performance evaluation. Part I consists of 

Chapters 2, 3, and 4 and Part II consists of Chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8. The synopsis of 

each chapter is described below, and specific contributions made in each chapter are 

listed with bullets. 

Chapter 2 presents an Adaptive Carrier Smoothing (ACS) technique that selects an 

optimal carrier smoothing time of a Hatch filter by observing ionospheric delay 

gradients and multipath with a single frequency receiver. The ACS balances 

the tradeoffs of using a Hatch filter with a single frequency receiver, which are 

multipath reduction and induced ionospheric delays. The specific contributions 

made in this chapter are: 

• Investigation of the performance in estimating ionospheric delay 

gradients by using Ordinary Least-Squares (OLS) and Feasible 

Generalized Least-Squares (FGLS) on the time series of code minus 

carrier measurements with a single frequency receiver; and 

• Formation of cost functions based on tradeoffs caused when using carrier 

smoothing for white noise multipath and highly correlated multipath 

Chapter 3 presents methods that better optimize WAAS accuracy and stability for 

a single frequency receiver. In this thesis, the stability in a position solution is 

defined as the tendency of the position error to remain close to a bias with low 

noise. This chapter discusses the suboptimal aspect of WAAS in terms of 

accuracy and how to modify WAAS algorithms to improve its accuracy and 

stability for accuracy-oriented users. However, the proposed methods lose the 

firm integrity that WAAS provides. The specific contributions made in this 

chapter are: 

• Termination of WAAS range rate correction to reduce 12 s periodic 

noise; 
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• Modification of WAAS suboptimal weighting matrix to optimal 

weighting matrix for accuracy; and 

• Use of Adaptive Carrier Smoothing introduced in Chapter 2 instead of a 

100 s Hatch filter. 

Chapter 4 presents the reference point-based precise relative positioning methods 

for real-time and near real-time applications, assuming that an accurate 

position of a receiver is given at least one time during navigation. The 

proposed methods are Iono-Free Precise Relative Positioning (I-F PRP) and 

Time-Differenced Precise Relative Positioning (T-D PRP). The specific 

contributions made in this chapter are: 

• Development of a relative positioning algorithm that uses the sum of 

code and carrier phase measurements as ranging sources; and 

• Further development of carrier-based relative positioning with a single 

frequency receiver by removing differential ionospheric delay gradients 

for near-real-time applications. 

Chapter 5 introduces the WAAS-aided Flight Inspection System (WAAS-aided 

FIS). The WAAS-aided FIS is not only designed to have low cost and high 

efficiency, but it is also designed to use the certified Commercial off-the-shelf 

(COTS) WAAS receivers that are part of the current FAA flight inspection 

system such that no significant hardware change is required. Its accuracy is 

marginal for the FAA flight inspection system accuracy requirements. The 

WAAS-based FIS can only be used where WAAS (or any SBAS) is available. 

The specific contributions made in this chapter are: 

• Development of the WAAS-based FIS system architecture; 

• Development of a fusion algorithm of WAAS and INS to remove WAAS 

12 s periodic noise; 

• Design of a robust high pass filter that enables use of a low cost INS in 

the fusion of WAAS and INS; and 
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• Experimental test of the WAAS-aided FIS using flight test data. 

Chapter 6 introduces the WAAS-based Flight Inspection System (WAAS-based 

FIS). The WAAS-based FIS uses the T-D PRP algorithms described in Chapter 

4 and utilizes WAAS correction and integrity messages. Not only does the 

WAAS-based FIS offer low cost and high efficiency, but it also adequately 

meets the FAA flight inspection accuracy requirements. This system requires 

raw GPS and WAAS data, therefore, modification of a certified WAAS 

receiver is required. The WAAS-based FIS, also, can only be used where 

WAAS (or any SBAS) is available. The specific contributions made in this 

chapter are: 

• Development of WAAS-based FIS system architecture; 

• Optimized T-D PRP with WAAS; 

• Flight inspection system integrity methodology with WAAS; and 

• Experimental test of the WAAS-based FIS using flight test data. 

Chapter 7 introduces the stand-alone GPS-based Flight Inspection System (GPS-

based FIS). The stand-alone GPS-based FIS is similar to the WAAS-based FIS, 

but does not utilize the WAAS data. This system also offers low cost, high 

efficiency, and accuracy that meets the FAA flight inspection system accuracy 

requirements. Since the WAAS integrity message is not available, the stand

alone GPS-based FIS is equipped with an integrity monitor called FIS-RAIM. 

More importantly, this system is operational worldwide. The specific 

contributions made in this chapter are: 

• Development of the stand-alone GPS-based FIS system architecture; 

• Flight inspection system integrity methodology with GPS; 

• Development of Flight Inspection System (FIS) RAIM to protect 

against minor satellite failures; and 

• Experimental test of the stand-alone GPS-based FIS using flight test 

data. 
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Chapter 8 has concluding remarks. The performance of the current flight 

inspection systems and the developed flight inspection systems are compared. 

This chapter also discusses future flight inspection systems with modernized or 

new signals available in GNSS. 
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Chapter 2 

Adaptive Carrier Smoothing Using 

Code and Carrier Divergence for a 

Single Frequency Receiver 

2.1 Introduction 

The Hatch filter [Hatch] has been widely used in the GPS community as a tool 

that uses precise but ambiguous carrier phase measurements to smooth noisy 

pseudorange measurements primarily due to multipath. However, this filter introduces 

a bias in the filtered range due to ionospheric delay gradients. The magnitude of the 

bias is a function of carrier smoothing time and ionospheric delay gradients. When a 

user increases the smoothing time, the user obtains smoother measurements, but 

suffers a bigger bias. Therefore, there is a trade off between multipath reduction and 

an induced bias from using a Hatch filter as illustrated in Figure 2.1. To avoid the 

disadvantage of using a Hatch filter, various methods have been proposed to mitigate 

multipath: a Kalman filter with modeled platform dynamics [Hwang], a 
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complementary Kalman filter with GPS velocity [Leppakoski], and an optimal hatch 

filter using a multipath model parameterized by an elevation angle and Klobuchar 

ionosphere model [Park]. 

>. ionospheric 
^ S . ^ induced bias 

^r multipath effect 
, • 

smoothing time 

Figure 2.1: Tradeoff in using a Hatch filter 

This chapter introduces novel Adaptive Carrier Smoothing (ACS) which gives 

the user an optimal Hatch filter smoothing window under current ionosphere condition 

and multipath. Unlike the previous approaches, this method directly estimates the 

time-varying slant ionospheric delay gradient and multipath in code phase 

measurements using time series of code minus carrier phase measurements. Using 

these estimates, two cost functions are constructed for white noise multipath and 

highly correlated multipath. From the cost functions, an optimal Hatch filter time that 

balances an induced bias and multipath effect is found. The entire procedure is 

repeated at a certain rate to adapt to the time-varying condition of ionosphere and 

multipath. 

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 briefly reviews linear 

regression theory because it is extensively used to estimate time-varying slant 

ionospheric delay gradients. Section 2.3 introduces the estimation scheme of the slant 
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ionospheric delay gradients and multipath characteristics using code minus carrier 

phase measurements. Section 2.4 presents the details of the ACS algorithms. Section 

2.5 presents the test results of the ACS using static and airborne GPS measurements. 

Lastly, the conclusion is presented in Section 2.6. 

2.2 Review of Linear Regression 

2.2.1 Linear Regression with White Noise 

When the relationship between an observation, y, and a regressor, x, is linear, 

y can be modeled as 

y^fo+ftx + e (2.1) 

where /30 is the intercept, /?, is the slope, and s ~WN (0,cr2) is white noise. 

When the time series of the observation, Y, is available, the linear model can be 

described in a matrix form as 

Y = X/3+z (2.2) 

where Fis an nxlvector, Xis an «x2matrix, /?is a 2xlvector, and cis an nxl 

vector. 

If we can assume that the linear model is reasonable, the unbiased and the most 

efficient estimate of p can be obtained from ordinary least-squares (OLS) 

[Montgomery], which is 

POLS=(XTXTxXTY (2.3) 
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The variance of (5OLS is 

\M{pOLS) = <r\XTXyx (2.4) 

2.2.2 Linear Regression with Autocorrelated Noise 

When noise is autocorrelated, ordinary least-squares still gives an unbiased 

solution, but the variance is no longer minimized. In this case, generalized least-

squares gives the best solution [Montgomery]. 

The linear model with autocorrelated noise is 

Y = XB+£ 
(2.5) 

£(e) = 0,Var(s) = or2F 

where V is a nonsingular and positive definite matrix. 

The unbiased and most efficient solution for Equation (2.5) is 

PGLS=(XTV-xXyxXTV-xY (2.6) 

The variance is 

VK{PGLS) = cr\XTV-xXyx (2.7) 

Generalized least-squares (GLS) requires a covariance matrix, V, of the noise to 

estimate the coefficients /?. However, the covariance matrix is usually also unknown. 

Therefore, it is necessary to estimate the covariance matrix and the coefficients at the 

same time. This is a well-known problem in econometrics and can be solved by using 

a two step process, called feasible generalized least-squares (FGLS) [Brockwell]. 
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The FGLS algorithm is: 

1) Find fiOLS from OLS and compute residuals, e = Y- Xj3OLS 

2) Fit an autoregressive and moving average (ARMA) model to e 

3) Find fiGLS using V computed from the ARMA model 

4) Compute e = Y- XPGLS 

5) Return to 1) until J3GLS stabilizes 

The FGLS includes Auto Regressive-Moving Average (ARMA) modeling for 

the residual errors. Discussion about ARMA modeling can also be found in 

[Brockwell]. 

2.3 Estimation of the Slant Ionospheric Delay Gradient and 
Multipath Characteristics Using Code Minus Carrier Phase 
Measurements 

The estimation of slant ionospheric delay gradients with a single frequency 

receiver has been introduced in the past [Batchelor][Xie]. These techniques used the 

difference of code and carrier phase measurements as estimation sources with a 

Kalman filter and a CUSUM method, respectively. This difference is also used as 

estimation sources in this section, however, the OLS and the FGLS with a sliding 

window are investigated as estimators. 

2.3.1 Linear Model of Code minus Carrier Phase Measurements 

The range measurements in a GPS receiver are code and carrier phase 

measurements. The code phase measurements, p , and the carrier phase 

measurements, <J>, can be written as [EngeMisra] 
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p = r + c[Stu-Sts] + I + T + e0 
P (2.8) 

® = r + c[Stu-Sts]-I + T + XN + e(t) 

where r is the true range between a receiver and a satellite, c is the speed of light, 

Stu and Sts are receiver and satellite clock errors, respectively, / is ionospheric delay, 

T is tropospheric delay, X is the carrier wavelength, and N is an integer ambiguity, s 

ands^, include multipath, thermal noises, and modeling errors in the code and carrier 

phase measurements, respectively. Since multipath is usually bigger than other 

receiver related noise, sp and£0 will be considered as multipath in code and carrier 

phase measurements. 

The difference, y, between p and O at time t is 

y' Pl ° ' (2.9) 
= 2It-XN + sUp-s^ 

This difference includes ionospheric delays multiplied by two, an integer 

ambiguity, and multipath. Our interest here is twofold: to estimate a slant ionospheric 

delay gradient because it is directly related to an induced ionospheric delay from using 

carrier smoothing, and to separate the multipath from the other terms. Before jumping 

into this problem, it should be noted that the ionospheric delays slowly change with 

respect to time during nominal ionospheric days. Therefore, the gradient can be seen 

as a constant during a short time window (tens of minutes). Modeling It = t»fix + const, 

Equation (2.9) can be rewritten as 

y = P0+2t-px+eup-stA> 

*PQ+2t-px+etp 

where p0 = 2»const - XN. 
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In Equation (2.10), s, 0 is ignored because it is much smaller than s, . 

Expressing the time series of Equation (2.10) in a matrix form yields 

"X 

A 
Y 

Y = X/3 + ep (2.11) 

Now, the problem becomes finding /?, in the presence of ep. If ep is close to 

white noise, ordinary least-squares (OLS) is the best estimator. However, if sp is 

highly correlated, feasible generalized least-squares (FGLS) should be used instead of 

OLS. 

2.3.2 Multipath Characteristics from Dynamic and Static GPS Receiver 

Measurements 

Assuming that we have a good estimate of P from Equation (2.11), the 

multipath can be separated as follows. 

ep=Y-Xp (2.12) 

In general, multipath characteristics are closely related to the motion of the 

platform where a GPS antenna is installed. In this subsection, the general 

characteristics of airborne and static ground multipath will be discussed. 

Figure 2.2 shows a time series of mean subtracted airborne code minus carrier 

phase measurements and its fitted line using first order linear regression. 
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Figure 2.2: Unbiased code minus carrier over 600 seconds with a regressed line for airborne 

measurements 
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Figure 2.3: Power spectral density of airborne multipath in code minus carrier phase 

measurements 
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The power spectral density of the residuals in Figure 2.2 is shown in Figure 2.3 

which indicates that the multipath can be treated as white noise. Therefore, it should 

be reasonable to use OLS to estimate the ionospheric delay gradients for airborne 

measurements. 

Figure 2.4 shows a time series of mean subtracted static ground code minus 

carrier phase measurements and its fitted line using first order linear regression. 

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 

time (s) 

Figure 2.4: Unbiased code minus carrier over 600 seconds with a regressed line for static ground 

measurements 
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Power Spectral Density Estimate via Welch 
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Figure 2.5: Power spectral density of static ground noise in code minus carrier measurements 

Figure 2.5 shows the power spectral density of the residuals in Figure 2.4. It 

shows that the residuals have significant low frequency noise, from which we can 

conclude that the noise is highly autocorrelated. Therefore, FGLS is desirable for this 

case. 

In this subsection, it is shown that OLS is appropriate for use in airborne 

measurements while FGLS is appropriate for static ground measurements. However, 

OLS is much easier to implement than the FGLS and is preferable in practice. In the 

next subsection, the feasibility of using OLS on the measurements with correlated 

noise will be discussed. 

2.3.3 Comparison of the Estimated Slant Ionospheric Delay Gradient 

Using OLS and FGLS on Measurements with Autocorrelated Noise 

Feasible generalized least-squares (FGLS) is an asymptotically optimal estimator 

when noise is correlated. Even though it is desirable to use FGLS, it is 
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computationally intensive for use in real-time. Therefore, we should make sure that it 

is worth while to pursue FGLS with the burden of the heavy computation for our 

applications. 

FGLS and OLS are implemented on the 800 second window of static ground 

measurements whose multipath has a strong correlation. Figure 2.6 shows the 

difference of the results from FGLS and OLS. 
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Figure 2.6: Histogram of the difference of the estimated ionospheric delay rates from using OLS 

and FGLS 

The mean of the difference in the histogram is -0.0004 mm/s, and the standard 

deviation is 0.06 mm/s. These statistics are insignificant for most applications since a 

slant ionospheric delay gradient of tens of mm/s is of concern in practice. Thus, OLS 

can be used instead of FGLS on the code minus carrier phase measurements having 

autocorrelated noise. 
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2.3.4 Evaluation of the Estimated Slant Ionospheric Delay Gradient with 

Dual Frequency Measurements 

In the previous subsection, it is shown that OLS can be used instead of FGLS 

without much sacrifice. Now, the estimated ionospheric delay gradients from OLS are 

compared to the gradients measured from a dual frequency receiver in order to check 

the adequacy of our linear model. 

The reference ionospheric delay gradients from a dual frequency receiver are 

computed as follows [EngeMisra]; 

fi 
J LI J LI V"l->) 

where /^and fL2a*e the center frequencies of the LI and L2 bands, and AL1and XL2 

are the carrier wavelengths on the LI and L2 frequencies. It should be noted that 

Mtdual from a dual frequency receiver is a direct estimate of an ionospheric delay and 

includes some noise. 

Figure 2.7 shows A//i(fao/and PtXiox one satellite computed from implementing 

OLS on static ground measurements on a nominal ionospheric day. These estimates 

are computed every 15 seconds, and an 800 second sliding window is used to 

estimate/?,,. Since raw AItdualis quite noisy, it is smoothed by a non-causal moving 

average filter and shown as circles. The /?,, is also filtered by using a causal moving 

average filter because estimates using a sliding window are likely to have some noise. 

Unlike AItdual, filX is filtered because smoothing is impossible in real time. The 

smoothing and filtering process uses the past 30 minutes of estimates. From Figure 2.7, 

we can see that the filtered slant ionospheric delay gradient, shown as dots, using the 
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linear model closely follows the measured slant ionospheric delay gradient from a dual 

frequency receiver. 
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of the estimated ionospheric delay gradients from a dual frequency 

receiver and from using the linear model during a nominal ionospheric day 

Figure 2.8 shows the histogram of the difference between AIldualand /?ufor all 

satellites in view during 19 hours on Oct 26, 2006 at Atlantic City. The mean of the 

difference is -0.047 mm/s, and the standard deviation is 0.15 mm/s. These results 

indicate that the linear model is quite satisfactory for many applications. 
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Figure 2.8: Histogram of the difference between smoothed AT, dual and J3t, for all satellites in view 

during 19 hours on Oct 26,2006 at Atlantic City 

2.4 Adaptive Carrier Smoothing (ACS) 

In the previous section, it is shown that slant ionospheric delay gradients and 

multipath in code phase measurements can be estimated with a single frequency 

receiver. It is also shown that the estimated gradients match the measured gradients 

from a dual frequency receiver with sufficient accuracy for most applications. This 

section introduces the optimal adaptive carrier smoothing technique based on the 

estimated ionospheric delay gradients and multipath. This section includes the error 

propagation caused by a Hatch filter and cost function formulations with respect to 

white noise multipath and sinusoidal multipath. 
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2.4.1 Error Propagation in Carrier Smoothed Range from Using a Hatch 

Filter 

Using a Hatch filter, the carrier-smoothed pseudorange at time t, p,,is given by 

[EngeMisra] 

A = ± A + ¥ ( A - . + * , - * M ) (2-14) 

where pt is a code phase measurement, ®, is a carrier phase measurement, and & is a 

carrier smoothing time. 

We can define the error, e, in the smoothed pseudorange as [Walter041 ] 

e,=pt-r,-c[Stu-Stg]-Tt-Il (2.15) 

From Equation (2.14) and (2.15), we can find the error dynamics as follows. 

* = ¥ « M - 2 W , - / M ) + R , (2-16> 

If we consider the initial error, e0, to be zero and a constant ionospheric delay 

gradient such as (/, -It_x) = a, then the solution of the error is given by 

where ^> = hf-. The assumption on the constant ionospheric delay gradient is valid for 

tens of minutes on nominal ionospheric days. 

Furthermore, when / is large, the steady state error, ess, becomes 
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~ss 1-^ k to 
,_! (2-1 8) 

* ;=0 

From Equation (2.18), it should be noted that the steady state error, ess, of the 

carrier smoothing filter is a function of an ionospheric delay gradient, multipath in the 

code phase measurements, and a carrier smoothing time. The trade off of using a 

Hatch filter is that with a longer carrier smoothing time, there is a bigger bias and 

lesser multipath effects in s^. 

2.4.2 Cost Function Formulation with White Noise Multipath 

Based on ess, a cost function, which is only a function of k, can be constructed. 

From the cost function, an optimal k minimizing the cost function can be found. This 

subsection shows the derivation of a cost function with white noise multipath and the 

corresponding spaces of optimal A; and costs. 

The error contributed from white noise multipath in Equation (2.18) is 

^ 4 l ^ (2-19> 
* 1=0 

When the multipath is assumed to be white, i.e {snp} ~ WN(0,cr2), the variance 

of eMw can be computed as follows. 
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£(o 2 =^2>W 2 

* /=0 

ft 1=0 7=0 
ft /=o 

*2 W 

_ 2 

(2.20) 

2k-I 

Therefore, a cost function for white noise multipath can be defined as follows. 

Jw(k) = ^Jj+JMw 

, , a2 (2-21) 

where a and cr are assumed to be given, J7 is the square of the induced bias, and JMw 

is the variance of filtered multipath. // is a weighting factor that can adjust the trade 

off space of J, and JMw, and it can be determined by studying the generated trade off 

spaces with various values of //. 

Figure 2.9 shows the optimal k chosen with respect to given ionospheric 

gradients and standard deviations of multipath when // is set to 0.05. 
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Figure 2.9: Optimal k 's with white noise multipath assumption with respect to the standard 

deviations of multipath and ionospheric delay gradients 

x10 

Figure 2.10: Induced bias from using optimal k 's from Figure 2.9 with respect to standard 

deviations of multipath and ionospheric delay gradients 
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Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11 show the induced bias and variance of filtered 

multipath with respect to the optimal k in Figure 2.9. 

o.2~, ; 
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i 
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Figure 2.11: Variance of filtered multipath from using optimal k from Figure 2.9 with respect to 

standard deviations of multipath and ionospheric delay gradients 

The assumption on the white noise multipath is not valid for static ground users 

but is reasonable for airborne users as shown in Subsection 2.3.2. Therefore, the 

optimal k obtained from white noise multipath is recommended for airborne users. 

2.4.3 Cost Function Formulation with Autocorrelated Multipath 

Highly correlated multipath on the ground can be seen as a quasi-sinusoidal 

wave. This quasi-sinusoidal wave also can be seen as the weighted sum of infinitely 

many sine and cosine waves. Among the many waves, low frequency noise is difficult 

. I (m/s) 
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to filter in general, which is the same case as when using a Hatch filter for multipath 

reduction. This fact leads to how to treat the quasi-sinusoidal wave in the formulation 

of the cost function. 

Let us model quasi-sinusoidal multipath as one cosine wave 

Ms=Acos(a)-t + a) (2.22) 

where A is an amplitude, co is the most distinct low frequency and a is an unknown 

phase. 

A reasonable guideline to determine A and co from the estimated multipath is as 

follows. 

1) Compute Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of multipath 

2) Find the frequency which has the most distinct magnitude in low 

frequency, and designate it as® 

3) Compute the sampled cr and designate A as 2<r 

Figure 2.12 shows true multipath and a modeled cosine wave. The true multipath 

is separated from code minus carrier phase measurements measured from a static 

ground antenna using OLS. 
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Figure 2.12: True multipath and a modeled sine wave from static ground measurements 

When the modeled cosine wave is put into a Hatch filter, the output, eMs, has the 

following expression with a large t. 
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eMs=-TZl0'COS(COi + a>) 
k (=0 

k j-o 2 

£k /=o 

A eJa e~Ja 

= J i [ _ i _ _ + _ £ _] (2.23) 
Ihl-W \-</>e-Jm 

A 

2k 

eJa+e-Ja-</>(eJ(e'-

\-<j>eim-^e 

A cos(or) - ^ cos(a - < 

k 

A 

l-2^cos(e>) + ̂ 2 

cos(a - co) 

•a) 

-JCD 

» ) 

+ e-J(a>-

+ ? 
^ 

k A/l-2^cos(fi>) + ̂ 2 

Equation (2.23) uses Euler's formula that states [Boyce] 

e" = cos(x) + / sin(jc) (2.24) 

where e is the base of the natural logarithm and i is the imaginary unit. 

Then, the amplitude of the filtered cosine wave, AF, is 

AF= , (2-25) 
kyJl-20COS(O)) + 0Z 

Figure 2.13 shows the outputs of the true and the modeled multipath from a 

Hatch filter when k = 100. In this simulation, an ionospheric delay gradient is set to 0. 

The bound of the filtered cosine wave in steady state is ±AF. From Figure 2.13, we 

can see that this bound very closely indicates the maximum and minimum of the 

filtered true multipath, which is the main motivation of modeling the autocorrelated or 

quasi-sinusoidal multipath to a cosine wave. 
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Figure 2.13: Filtered multipath of true and modeled multipath from a Hatch filter 

Then a cost function with a sinusoidal multipath, Js, can be constructed as the 

sum of the cost due to an induced bias and the cost due to AF. 

Js=^iJI+J1 Ms 

= 4//(Jfc-l)V + 
(2.26) 

k\\-20cos(w) + f) 

Figure 2.14 shows the optimal k chosen with respect to given ionospheric 

gradients and amplitudes, ju is set to 1 and co is set to 0.04 rad/s which has a 157 

second period and is commonly observed from static ground measurements. 
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Figure 2.14: Optimal k with sinusoidal multipath with respect to the amplitudes of a cosine wave 

and the ionospheric delay gradients 

Figure 2.15 and Figure 2.16 show the induced bias and the amplitude, 

respectively, of a filtered cosine wave using the optimal k in Figure 2.14. 
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Figure 2.15: Induced biases from using the optimal k from Figure 2.13 with respect to the 

amplitudes of a cosine wave and the ionospheric delay gradients 

x10" Al(m/s) 

Figure 2.16: Amplitudes of a filtered cosine wave from using the optimal k from Figure 2.13 with 

respect to the amplitudes of a cosine wave and the ionospheric delay gradients 
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2.4.4 Adaptive Carrier Smoothing (ACS) Procedures 

As a summary of the previous discussion, the adaptive carrier smoothing 

procedures are illustrated in Figure 2.17. The estimator takes code minus carrier phase 

measurements for all satellites and outputs estimated parameters. The parameters for 

the white noise multipath assumption are slant ionospheric delay gradients and 

standard deviation of multipath. The parameters for the highly correlated multipath are 

the slant ionospheric delay gradients and the amplitude and the distinct low frequency 

for the modeled cosine wave. These estimates are low pass filtered, and the optimizer 

selects an optimal smoothing time based on the filtered estimates. This optimal 

smoothing time is put into a Hatch filter. 

<Code - Carrier> <Parameters> 

Ifrtt-H-ffti-

estimator 

Sat1 

<Low pass filter> 

optimization opt Hatch 

Figure 2.17: Adaptive carrier smoothing (ACS) procedures 
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2.5 Results 

The Adaptive Carrier Smoothing (ACS) techniques are implemented on airborne 

and static ground measurements. The window of code minus carrier phase 

measurements is set to 800 seconds. The parameters are estimated every 15 seconds 

and filtered using a low pass filter. Therefore, the optimal carrier smoothing time is 

also updated every 15 seconds. The results are presented in this section with respect to 

airborne and static ground measurements. 

2.5.1 Airborne Measurements 

Figure 2.18 shows the estimated standard deviation of airborne 

multipath,a-ma/,/>arf), and estimated slant ionospheric delay gradients over time,a, for 

one satellite. Figure 2.19 shows the optimal smoothing time corresponding to the 

estimated parameters in Figure 2.18. 
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Figure 2.18: Gmui,ipath and a from airborne measurements for one satellite 
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k for airborne measurements corresponding to the estimated parameters in 

Figure 2.18 

In Figure 2.18, omukipath increases over time, but a decreases. Therefore, 

optimal k is increasing because a user will have smoother position solutions without 

adding a significant induced bias to them. 

Figure 2.20 compares the position errors obtained from using a 100 second 

Hatch filter and ACS with the white noise multipath assumption. Interestingly, 

significant noise reduction is observed from 1700-2200 seconds while using the ACS 

as compared to the other times. The reason is that there were two satellites at very low 

elevation angles, and severe multipath was observed in the code phase measurements. 

Figure 2.21 shows the elevations angles over time of all satellites used in the test. 

0 

Figure 2.19: Optimal 
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Figure 2.20: Position errors from using the 100 s Hatch filter and the ACS with white noise 

multipath assumption on airborne measurements 
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Figure 2.21: Elevation angles in degrees of the satellites in the test for airborne measurements 
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2.5.2 Static Ground Measurements 

Figure 2.22 shows the amplitude and frequency for the modeled cosine wave, 
A 

AF and a>, and estimated ionospheric delay rate, a, for one satellite. 

2 3 
Time (hour) 

Figure 2.22: A, CO, and a for one satellite from ground measurements 

Figure 2.23 shows the behavior of the optimal k corresponding to the estimated 

parameters in Figure 2.22. There are several large peaks in the smoothing time when 

the ionospheric delay gradient is very close to zero. In principal, the smoothing time 

can increase up to infinity when the ionospheric delay rate is exactly zero. 

Figure 2.24 compares position errors obtained from using a 100 second Hatch 

filter and the ACS with a sinusoidal multipath assumption. In this example, 
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ionospheric delay gradients are small for all satellites, thus the ACS gives a larger 

smoothing time than 100 s and results in much smoother position solutions. 

8" 1000 

Time (hour) 

Figure 2.23: Optimal k corresponding to the estimated parameters in Figure 2.22 
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Figure 2.24: The position errors from using a 100 s hatch filter and the ACS with a sinusoidal 
multipath assumption on static ground measurements 

2.6 Discussion 

It is shown that the estimation of slant ionospheric delay gradients with a single 

frequency receiver is very promising. It is observed that the estimates are 

exceptionally good when a satellite is at high elevation angles. However, when an 

elevation angle is low, the estimates have errors as large as 1 mm/s. The reasons for 

the relatively poor performance at low elevation angles are severe multipath and a 

rapid change in variance of multipath. The problem due to change in variance can be 

partially fixed by using variance-stabilizing transformations [Montgomery], but severe 

multipath at low elevation angles will still make it difficult to estimate accurate slant 

ionospheric delay rates. Therefore, when satellites are at low elevation angles, it is 

recommended that high integrity users limit a maximum carrier smoothing time or 

compute an optimal carrier smoothing time by setting a minimum ionospheric delay 

rate based on a confidence interval. For white noise multipath, the 95% confidence 
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interval for the ionospheric delay rate is (3t x ± 0.6 mm/s when an 800 s sliding window 

and a standard deviation of 2 m are considered. 

2.7 Conclusion 

In this chapter, the novel Adaptive Carrier Smoothing (ACS) technique was 

introduced. The unique feature of the ACS is that it provides an optimal Hatch filter 

smoothing time based on estimated ionospheric delay gradients and multipath using 

two cost functions for white noise multipath and highly correlated multipath. The 

estimation of ionospheric delay gradients using OLS and FGLS and formulation of the 

cost functions were discussed in detail. The ACS technique was tested both on 

dynamic airborne and static ground measurements taken on nominal ionospheric days. 

From the suggested cost functions and the particular measurements, the optimal carrier 

smoothing times were usually much bigger than 100 seconds both for airborne and 

static ground measurements because there were no observed large ionospheric 

gradients. As a result, the position solutions using the ACS were smoother than the 

position solutions using a 100 s carrier smoothing time without having a significant 

induced bias for both tests. 

Even though it is rather hard to quantify the smoothness obtained from the ACS, 

the difference of the two position solutions provides reasonable estimates. For 

example, in the result for the static ground measurements, the positions using adaptive 

carrier smoothing tend to be inside the position using the 100 s Hatch filter. The 

differences of the two position solutions have a mean close to zero and standard 

deviations of 22 cm in East, 35 cm in North, and 56 cm in Up. Therefore, roughly 

speaking, these values are the smoothness gained from using the ACS for the 

particular data set. 

Overall, the ACS introduced in this paper is expected to be more useful in times 

or places where the ionosphere is very active and multipath is severe. In addition, it is 

recommended that more aggressive users tweak the cost function to better fit their own 

preferences. In the algorithms developed in Chapters 6 and 7, the estimation of the 
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ionospheric gradient was utilized and found to contribute an improvement to the 

accuracy and the integrity. 
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Chapter 3 

Optimizing WAAS Accuracy/Stability 

for a Single Frequency Receiver 

3.1 Introduction 

When the Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS) was developed, integrity 

was heavily emphasized because the main motivation of the WAAS is to serve various 

flight operations in the U.S. [Enge96]. Therefore, the WAAS integrity equations are 

carefully constructed to ensure the integrity with 99.99999% confidence while 

satisfying greater than 99.9% availability [Walter97]. As a result, accuracy is 

emphasized less and sometimes compromised to meet the strict FAA integrity 

requirements. 

Although WAAS was primarily developed for aviation, more and more general 

GPS receivers have WAAS capability. Therefore, WAAS can be easily accessed by a 

standard user. However, a standard user typically does not need such high integrity, 

but wants better accuracy. If WAAS integrity can be relaxed, there is room for 

improvement in the accuracy and stability of WAAS position solutions. In this thesis, 
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the stability in a position solution is defined as the tendency of the position error to 

remain close to a bias with low noise. 

WAAS has an unnecessary feature that causes it to have periodic noise. When 

WAAS was designed, Selective Availability (SA) was the biggest error source. The 

feature in WAAS dealing with SA is the Range Rate Correction (RRC). Although SA 

was permanently turned off in 2000, the RRC is still required in a certified WAAS 

receiver and results in additional noise. 

In this chapter, three methods are suggested for optimizing WAAS to have better 

accuracy and stability: modifying the WAAS weighting matrix, Adaptive Carrier 

Smoothing (introduced in Chapter 2 [Kim071]) instead of a Hatch filter with a short 

smoothing window, and nullifying the Range Rate Correction (RRC). First, the 

WAAS weighting matrix typically does not represent the most likely current signal 

conditions because it uses overbounding variances. This is necessary for WAAS to 

ensure its integrity. However, from the accuracy point of view, the suboptimal 

weighting matrix may corrupt position solutions. Therefore, by modifying the 

weighting matrix to better represent current signal conditions, it is more likely that 

better position solutions than the standard WAAS can be obtained. Second, Adaptive 

Carrier Smoothing (ACS) provides an optimal way of using a Hatch filter by 

providing an optimal Hatch filter smoothing window according to current ionosphere 

and multipath conditions. Therefore, the ACS better balances multipath reduction and 

induced ionospheric delays than standard WAAS. Third, RRC is turned off because it 

causes a 12 second periodic noise in position solutions [Kim062]. Therefore, 

nullifying RRC will reduce the amplitude of the 12 second periodic noise. The 

methods proposed in this chapter have not been reported previously by others. 

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 discusses the modification of 

the WAAS weighing matrix. Section 3.3 presents the effects of nullifying RRC in the 

range domain. The ACS will not be discussed here since it was discussed in Chapter 2. 

Section 3.4 shows the test results of the proposed three methods using static GPS and 

WAAS data. Finally, conclusions will be presented in Section 3.5. 
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3.2 Modification of WAAS Weighting Matrix 

A WAAS receiver uses a weighting matrix to compute position. This weighting 

matrix is closely related to the WAAS protection level equations which use the 

variance of a Gaussian distribution overbounding a true error distribution. The 

weighting matrix is diagonal and consists of a total variance, a?, which is the sum of 

the four error variances [WAASMOPS]: 

°"|2 = a[flt + vluiM + ^lair + °ltropo (3.1) 

where / indicates a specific satellite, afj, is the variance of fast and long term 

correction residuals, crfum is the variance of ionospheric delay correction residuals, 

<y]air is the variance of airborne receiver errors, and o)tropo is the variance of 

tropospheric error correction residuals. 

Using the total variances for each satellite, the weighting matrix is constructed as 

follows. 

W = 
o 4 

0 0 

0 

0 
(3.2) 

It would be ideal if the weighting matrix perfectly represented the true error 

variance. However, most of the time this weighting matrix does not closely represent 

the current true error variance of the WAAS because each variance must be inflated to 

protect against possible unobserved large errors, which is the philosophy of WAAS 

integrity. Therefore, if the tight WAAS integrity requirement is relaxed, the weighting 

matrix can be modified to better represent true error variances for an accuracy-
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oriented user, which requires a better evaluation of the total variance. The new total 

variance, <J2
newJ, has the following expression. 

2 2 2 2 ? 
"newi ~ ^i.newflt "*" ^ijiewJJlRE "*" ^i,new_air """ ^ijropo \^-^J 

<JnewJ has the modified variances except the variance of the tropospheric delay, and 

the new weighting matrix uses the new total variances. The modified three variances 

are discussed in the following subsections. 

3.2.1 Modification of the Variance of Fast and Long Term Correction 

Residuals, a2
newJlt 

The variance of fast and long term correction residuals, cr2
flt, is computed as 

described in [WAASMOPS]. 

"%=< 

(PUDRE *SUDRE + sfc + srrc + sltc +ser)
2, 

if RSSUDRE = 0 

(c7UDRE-SUDRE)2+e
2
fc+s2

m+e?tc +s2
er, 

tfRSSUDRE = 1 

(3.4) 

where RSSUDREIS the root-sum-square flag in Message Type 10. crUDRE is the standard 

deviation of User Differential Range Error (UDRE) from Message Types 2-6 and 24. 

SUDRE is a location-specific modifier for crUDRE [WalterOl]. 
gfc ' errc ' Sltc ' ^ ^ Ser ^^ 

the degradation parameters for fast correction data, range rate correction data, long 

term correction or GEO navigation message data, and en route through NPA (Non-

precision approach) applications. 

aUDRE is evaluated from a UDRE indicator (UDREIj) provided from Message 

Types 2-6 and 24. The conversion table in the WAAS MOPS from the UDREI to 
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crt/D/«?is shown in Table 3.1. In Table 3.1, a new UDRE variance, CT^I/DRE*
 i s also 

shown, which is obtained from the statistics of post-processed user differential range 

errors without ionospheric delays corresponding to each UDREI. Compared to the 

MOPS UDRE variance, the new UDRE variance is smaller because it does not 

conservatively bound errors but rather is close to the true error variance. 

In addition to the new UDRE variances, o2
flt can be improved by ignoring the 

correction degradation variances which include efc, srrc, eltc and ser because the fast 

and long term errors typically grow much more slowly than the degradation factors. 

SUDRE is set to unity because the ephemeris errors that it is designed to protect 

against rarely occur. Therefore, the new variance of fast and long term correction 

residuals can be simplified as follows. 

Crnew_flt = ^newJJDRE W " 

Table 3.1: New evaluation of UDREI based on actual performance values observed during 

Probability of Hazardously Misleading Information (PHMI) analysis 

UDREI 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

UDRE 

0.75 

1.0 

1.25 

1.75 

2.25 

3.0 

3.75 

4.5 

5.25 

6.0 

MOPS UDRE 

Variance(m2) 

0.0520 

0.0924 

0.1444 

0.2830 

0.4678 

0.8315 

1.2992 

1.8709 

2.5465 

3.3260 

New UDRE 

Variance (m2) 

0.0260 

0.0296 

0.0332 

0.0368 

0.0404 

0.0633 

0.0892 

0.1169 

0.154 

0.216 
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10 

11 

!2 

13 

14 

15 

7.5 

15.0 

50.0 

150.0 

NM 

DNU 

5.1968 

20.787 

230.9661 

2078.695 

-

-

0.275 

0.512 

0.600 

5.40 

-

-

3.2.2 Modification of the Variance of User Ionospheric Range Error, 

'newJJIRE 

When the WAAS-based ionospheric delay corrections are applied to a user, the 

variance of the user ionospheric range error is computed as follows [WAASMOPS]. 

aUlRE ~ Vpp'^UIVE (3.6) 

where Fpp is the obliquity factor and c r ^ i s the variance of User Ionospheric Vertical 

Error (UIVE). 

The WAAS MOPS states that the computation of <j2
mVE shall include the 

degradation of ionospheric corrections, eiom. Again, this degradation factor is ignored 

since the ionospheric delay corrections typically degrade much more slowly than eiono. 

Then, <J\JWE can be computed as follows 

vim=2X,oi GIVE 
(3.7) 

«=i 

where W is a weighting factor which is a function of the Ionospheric Piece Point (IPP). 

N is the number of Ionosphere Grid Points (IGPs) used for the interpolation of 
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ionospheric vertical delay at an Ionospheric Piece Point (IPP). aGIVE is the variance of 

Grid Ionosphere Vertical Error (GIVE) and is evaluated from the Grid Ionosphere 

Vertical Error Indicator (GIVEI) sent by Message Type 26. 

Like amRE , aGm in the MOPS is very conservative. Table 3.2 compares the 

GIVE variance in the MOPS, aGIVE , and the new GIVE variance, &2
new GIVE . 

<*new_GivE ls again computed from the statistics of post-processed residual Grid 

Ionospheric Vertical Error corresponding to each GIVEI. 

Table 3.2: New evaluation of GIVEI based on actual performance values observed during 

Probability of Hazardously Misleading Information (PHMI) analysis 

GIVEI 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

GIVE 

0.3 

0.6 

0.9 

1.20 

1.5 

1.8 

2.1 

2.4 

2.7 

3.0 

3.6 

4.5 

6 

15 

45 

NM 

MOPS 

Variance(m2) 

0.0084 

0.0333 

0.0749 

0.1331 

0.2079 

0.2994 

0.4075 

0.5322 

0.6735 

0.8315 

1.1974 

1.8709 

3.3260 

20.787 

187.0826 

-

New 

Variance (m2) 

0.0084 

0.0136 

0.0187 

0.0210 

0.0230 

0.0255 

0.0272 

0.0289 

0.0306 

0.0323 

0.0432 

0.0675 

0.110 

0.304 

0.951 

-
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Therefore, a new variance of user ionospheric range error is computed as follows. 

'UIRE "" pp ^newJJIVE 

where 

N 

±.2 _ rp2 " 2 ^-j gx 
"LURE ~ rpp'C7new UIVE \->-°) 

^new UIVF. ~ 7 ."„*CT„ new nlVF (3-9) 

3.2.3 Modification of the Variance of Airborne Receiver Errors, <x 2 
RN M 

The variance of airborne receiver errors is computed as follows [WAASMOPS]. 

<rLU\ = °LeV] + vLltipa,,,[Q + <7lgV] (3-10) 

where 

VnuiapaM = 0-13 + 0.5&-e[i]/W) (inmeters) (3.11) 

^muiupath1S m e variance of multipath for airborne equipment. 0[i] is the elevation angle 

of satellite / in degrees. adivg is defined as the difference between the induced error at 

the steady-state responses of an implemented Hatch filter and the standard Hatch filter 

which uses 100 s as a smoothing window. The difference shall be greater than zero if 

the implemented filter uses a different smoothing time than 100 s. anoise is the standard 

deviation of a normal distribution which bounds the errors associated with GNSS 

receiver noise. 

Therefore, aair bounds the remaining receiver noises and airborne multipath after 

the carrier smoothing. aair is not only very conservative, but it is designed for an 
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airborne user. To have a more realistic variance of receiver noise and multipath, this 

term is replaced by &m_u computed based on the observation of ionospheric delay 

gradients, receiver noise, and multipath using code and carrier divergence (CCD). 

Carrier smoothing time also affects &m u . Therefore, after kopt is chosen from 

minimizing Jw and Js in Equations (2.21) and (2.26) in Chapter 2, &m M can be 

obtained by substituting £op,back into Equations (2.21) and (2.26). Then, <jm Mw for 

white noise multipath is computed as follows. 

< W =4(*„ - 1 ) V + ^ " T (3-12) 
*op' h 2 * , - l 

^RN_MS f° r sinusoidal multipath is computed as follows 

*** us = 4 ( ^ -If a2 + ( 2 < 7 ) (3.13) 
KP, (l-2^cos(fl>) + ̂ r ) 

where AP,=^f 
JL.-1 

opt 

3.3 Nullifying Range Rate Correction 

When WAAS was developed, the range rate correction, RRC, was designed to 

overcome Selective Availability (SA) which is now permanently turned off. However, 

a certified WAAS receiver still applies the RRC because it is required in the WAAS 

MOPS. 

The range rate correction, RRC, is computed by a user as follows: 

PRC„.„„„, — PRC„ 

~A/~ 
RRC(tof) = 22=£_ 2=^2- (3.14) 
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where PRC is the broadcast fast corrections and tof is the time of applicability. At is 

the time difference between PRCcurrent and PRCprevious. 

The broadcast fast clock correction message has a 12 second periodic pattern in 

short time due to its 6 second update rate and 0.125 meter resolution. The RRC makes 

the amplitude of the periodic noise even bigger. Figure 3.1 clearly shows the benefit of 

nullifying the RRC. 

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 
Time (s) 

Figure 3.1: Fast clock correction with and without the RRC 

3.4 Results 

The proposed methods are tested on the static data taken at Stanford University 

on September 6, 2006. The effect of the new weighting matrix will be presented first. 

Then, accuracy and stability improvements for WAAS based on the proposed three 

methods will be shown. 
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3.4.1 Effect of New Weighting Matrix 

Figure 3.2 and 3.3 compare the position errors in East and Up from the standard 

WAAS and the optimized WAAS with a new weighting matrix. Figure 3.4 and 3.5 

show the total variances for the standard WAAS and the optimized WAAS. There are 

significant positioning improvements when the time is near 40-50 minutes and around 

100 minutes. The position from the optimized WAAS with the new weighting matrix 

shows better stability around these times. The variances in Figure 3.4 and 3.5 explain 

why the new weighting matrix results in better stability. Two of the total variances in 

Figure 3.4 are much larger than the rest of the variances near the 40-50 minutes 

interval. One of the variances is also much larger than the rest near 100 minutes. The 

satellites with these large variances are heavily de-weighted such that they are 

effectively excluded in computing position. On the other hand, the new total variances 

in Figure 3.5 show that the difference of these variances is not as extreme as the 

WAAS variances in Figure 3.4. Therefore, the satellites that have larger variances are 

relatively less de-weighted than the standard WAAS, and they help to obtain better 

position solutions. 
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of the position errors in East from the standard WAAS and the WAAS 

with a new weighting matrix 
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of the position errors in Up from the standard WAAS and the WAAS 

with a new weighting matrix 
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Figure 3.4: Total variances of the observed satellites in the above tests from the standard WAAS 
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Figure 3.5: Total variances of the observed satellites in the above tests from the optimized WAAS 
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3.4.2 Overall Improvements using the Three Methods 

Figure 3.6 and 3.7 compare the position errors from the standard WAAS and 

optimized WAAS. For adaptive carrier smoothing, a 1000 second window of code 

minus carrier measurements is used. The two plots show that the optimized WAAS 

with adaptive carrier smoothing has smoother and more stable position solutions than 

the standard WAAS. 
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of the horizontal errors from the standard WAAS and the optimized 

WAAS 
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of the vertical errors from the standard WAAS and the optimized WAAS 

3.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, the schemes of optimizing WAAS for accuracy and stability are 

explored. The proposed schemes include the formulation of the realistic weighting 

matrix for accuracy, the termination of the Range Rate Correction (RRC), and the 

usage of adaptive carrier smoothing. To see the sole effects of the new weighting 

matrix, the position solutions with the WAAS weighting matrix and the new 

weighting matrix are compared. The position using the new weighing matrix shows 

better stability especially when some satellites have 50-100 times larger variances than 

the others. The termination of the RRC reduced the amplitude of 12 second periodic 

noise to better than 0.125 meters in the range domain. The net results also confirm that 

the proposed three methods improve WAAS position noise and stability by 

approximately 16%. These methods have not been previously reported in the literature. 

These methods are applied to the algorithms developed in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 4 

Reference Point-Based Relative 

Positioning Methods with a Single 

Frequency Receiver 

4.1 Introduction 

Precise positioning using GPS is one of the most active research areas in the 

community of navigation because there are many applications requiring a high level of 

accuracy in position. The applications include automatic aircraft landing, attitude 

determination, and autonomous control of land vehicles, to name a few. Extensive 

studies on precise positioning driven by commercial and academic interests have 

resulted in successful methods and products. 

One of the popular methods is Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) survey [Manadhar]. 

RTK survey requires two or more receivers to cancel out the common errors between 

them. Therefore, an RTK system typically has a reference receiver, whose location is 

known, and one or more rover receivers. This system uses carrier phase measurements 
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as ranging sources instead of code phase measurements. Therefore, an RTK system 

has a sophisticated integer ambiguity resolution algorithm in order to use carrier phase 

measurements as ranging sources. There are many ways of implementing the integer 

ambiguity resolution. The robustness and effectiveness of those algorithms are 

important factors for the performance of a product [Yang]. With the help of error 

corrections from a reference receiver and the use of carrier phase measurements as 

ranging sources, current RTK systems usually achieve a centimeter level of accuracy. 

In addition to high accuracy, some RTK systems have the capability of an instant 

integer resolution and of effectively handling cycle-slips [Kim03], which provides 

robustness in various situations. Due to these advantages, RTK systems are widely 

used in many applications. 

Another method is Precise Point Positioning (PPP) using a dual frequency 

receiver [Gao]. Unlike RTK, PPP depends on external sources like the international 

GPS service (IGS) in order to mitigate the ephemeris and satellite clock in code or 

carrier phase measurements. Due to these error corrections from the external sources, 

PPP does not require multiple receivers but needs a dual frequency receiver for 

accurate integer ambiguity resolutions and correction of ionospheric errors. Using one 

receiver permits more flexible operations than RTK. However, latency or post 

processing is inevitable since the external sources are not available in real-time. PPP 

usually provides a decimeter to centimeter level of accuracy in position. More recently, 

PPP using a dual frequency receiver with WAAS corrections has been proposed by 

[Rho]. This technique is in the early stage of research but is expected to be used in 

real-time with a decimeter level of accuracy. 

Although these techniques can provide a high level of accuracy, it is not 

desirable to use them in some applications, such as in flight inspection, because of the 

cumbersome set-up procedure of an RTK system and the large initialization time 

required in the conventional PPP. The reference point-based Precise Relative 

Positioning (PRP) methods introduced in this chapter can fill these gaps. These 

methods use a single frequency receiver and can provide decimeter level or better 

accuracy. Also, they do not require any initializing time but instead use a known 
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position of a receiver at one time during navigation as a reference point. The reference 

point-based PRP has two modes. One is Iono-Free PRP (I-F PRP) [Kim061], and the 

other is Time-Differenced PRP (T-D PRP) [Kim072]. Iono-Free PRP uses the 

difference of the sum of code and carrier phase measurements over a time interval as 

raging sources to generate relative position. This formulation cancels out ionospheric 

delays and reduces multipath by roughly a factor of two. Therefore, the I-F PRP 

provides stable relative position solutions in real-time with reduced multipath noise. 

On the other hand, T-D PRP generates precise relative positions by using the 

difference of carrier phase measurements at two epochs, which is called the delta 

pseudorange. The T-D PRP eliminates differential ionospheric delay by using code-

carrier divergence in near real-time from the same technique described in Section 2.3. 

Therefore, the T-D PRP provides very precise relative position in near-real-time 

without ionospheric effects. The overall accuracy of those reference point-based 

relative positions entirely depends on the accuracy of the reference position. 

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 discusses the derivation of the 

I-F PRP and shows positioning performance. Section 4.3 presents the derivation of the 

T-D PRP and shows positioning performance. Lastly, the conclusion follows in 

Section 4.4. 

4.2 Iono-Free Precise Relative Positioning (I-F PRP) 

The GPS code phase measurements (p) and carrier phase measurements (O) are 

described without specifying a specific satellite as follows 

p =r + I + T + c(Stu-Sts) + ep 

O =r -I +T +c{Stu-8ts) + XN +e0 

where r is the geometric range between a user and a satellite, / and T are the 

ionospheric delays and the tropospheric delays, respectively, in the range 

measurements, Stu is the receiver clock error, and Sts is the satellite clock error. ep 
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and e0 denote the modeling error, multipath, and unmodeled effects in code and carrier 

phase measurements, respectively. X is the carrier wavelength on LI, and N is the 

integer ambiguity on LI of a satellite. 

Summing the halves of the code and carrier measurements cancels ionospheric 

delays but introduces a bias with reduced noise as follows. 

y =\p +|<D 

= r +T +c(dtu-Sts) + \XN + K + i * * ( 4 '2 ) 

The tropospheric delays can be compensated for using the current high fidelity 

troposphere models [WAASMOPS]. Satellite clock error corrections can be computed 

by using GPS ephemeris data or WAAS corrections. With these error corrections, 

Equation (4.2) becomes 

y = r + cdtu + \ AN + \sp + £*„ + sT + sK (4.3) 

where eT and st are the tropospheric delays and the satellite clock error residual 

corrections, respectively. 

At this point, let us designate the position of a reference point as pref. The 

position of a user at any time can be described as the sum of the position of the 

reference point and the relative position to the reference point, Sp, as follows. 

Puser=Pref+SP (4A) 

where pmer is the position of a user. 

The geometric range between the reference point and a satellite, rR, can be easily 

computed using the GPS navigation messages. Assuming a short baseline between the 

current receiver position and the reference point, the difference of the geometric 
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ranges from the current receiver and the reference point to a satellite can be described 

by [EngeMisra], 

r-rR=-\»Sp (4.5) 

where vk' is the line of sight vector to the satellite from the reference point, r is the 

geometric range between the current receiver and the satellite, and rR is the geometric 

range between the reference point and the satellite. This situation is illustrated in 

Figure 4.1. 

Figure 4.1: Geometry of a receiver and a reference point with a short baseline 
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Then, subtracting rR from Equation (4.3) yields 

y = -hSp + cStu +\ AN + \e + $e0 + eT + sSt (4.6) 

Now specifyingy and k satellites, the receiver clock error cancels out as follows: 

= (_1« +P).dp + \XN(kJ)
 +L£fJ)+Le^)+£^J) + E^) ( 4 J ) 

where ( .) ( M denotes ( . ) W - ( . ) 0 ) . 

There are two unknowns, Sp andN^kJ\ in Equation (4.7) apart from the error 

terms. Since it is assumed that Sp is known at one time during navigation, it is 

possible to approximately evaluate N^kJ' at that particular time. Let us denote the 

estimated relative position, from using other sensors or the initial setting, to the 

reference point as Sps again at the particular time. Then, the integer ambiguity terms 

can be approximated as 

= _(_i(*) + iV)>bp +LAN(>J)+i£^)+±£^) + ff(M + £ftf)
 ( 4 '8 ) 

where bp=Sps-Sp, and bp is the possible error in Sps. N^J'is the estimated 

integer ambiguity terms. iV(tj) has an offset because of bp and the noise terms. 

Therefore, \XN^'J^ can be described as 

\XN^=\XN{~kJ)+bN(kJ) (4.9) 

where b M , the bias error in the integer ambiguity, is 
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V ) = -Hw+i ( 7H + i ^ ) + | 4 f J ) + ^ + ^ 

Now, it is possible to solve for dp at time t by subtracting \XN^kJ') from 

Equation (4.8) as follows: 

f'-lCK-ifMP)^,^ (4.10) 

where 

Note that the bias error in the estimated integer term is generated at time zero. 

Now, it is easy to construct a system of linear equations by implementing the 

same procedures for the other satellites in order to solve for Sp in the least squares 

sense. The set of linear equations is 

Y(t) 

= 

-_i«+1or 

_l(2)+l(» 

_!<*)+lO) Hit) 

dP,+ 

' (U) " 
bt 

eVJ) 

Elt) 

(4.11) 

There is no combination of the same satellite, such as(«)JJ . 

Various weighting matrices can also be constructed for Equation (4.11). Then, 

the relative position with respect to the reference point can be estimated with weighted 

least squares as follows: 

Sp{t) = (HT(t)W(t)H(t)y HT(t)W(t)Y(t) (4.12) 
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The overall error characteristics of the I-F PRP depend on £•(/)• In s(t), the bias 

and the residual correction errors are strongly correlated over time. Therefore, the 

positioning errors are small in the beginning and get larger until the correlation 

becomes weak. These error characteristics will be shown in the results. 

When a user wants to further reduce multipath and receiver noise, he/she can 

use smoothed pseudorange in this formulation by using a Hatch filter or Adaptive 

Carrier Smoothing (ACS). Even a small smoothing window may effectively reduce 

the noise because the noise term will be further reduced roughly by a factor of two. 

However, the cancellation of ionospheric effects will not be exact because the 

ionospheric induced delay will be introduced from the filters. 

4.2.1 Satellite Constellation Changes and cycle-slips in the I-F PRP 

It is possible that a new satellite comes into view after the resolution of the 

difference integer terms, N{kJ), at the initial time. At this time, the accurate relative 

position from a receiver to the reference point may not be available. One possible 

option to deal with a new satellite is to use Sp instead of Sps in order to obtain a 

newN(M). The effect of using Sp is that the newN(*J)is more likely to have a larger 

bias than other differenced integer terms. It also may cause a sudden jump in the 

position domain, which is not desirable for the purpose of precise positioning. One 

trick to avoid the sudden jump is to compute positions with and without a new satellite 

at this particular epoch. The difference between the two position solutions is defined 

to be a calibration factor. The position solution with the new satellite in the future will 

be calibrated to the calibration factor. It is also possible that a satellite disappears 

during the navigation period. Usually, a sudden jump in position domain is also 

observed when a satellite disappears. What needs to be done in this case is to re

compute the position at the previous epoch with and without the lost satellites and 

compute the calibration factor. Then, the calibration factor will be applied to the future 

position solutions. Another possible situation is a cycle-slip. A cycle-slipped satellite 
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can be treated like a satellite that disappears and comes back immediately. It should be 

noted that this simple calibration technique is particularly useful for a short time 

operation because the jump acts like a bias in short time. For the comparisons in the 

next section, "calibrated GPS" refers to the procedure described here. 

4.2.2 The Performance of I-F PRP for One Hour Operation Time 

The I-F PRP was tested with static GPS receiver data. The data was taken at 

Stanford University on March 3, 2005. The reference point is set to be the position of 

the antenna whose position is accurately (better than a few centimeters) surveyed. The 

sampling rate of the data was 1 second, and 20 seconds of carrier-smoothing is used 

for the I-F PRP. The horizontal and vertical position error from the I-F PRP using 

stand-alone GPS and the calibrated stand-alone GPS are shown in Figure 4.2 and 4.3. 

The 11 data sets of one hour operation of the I-F PRP and the calibrated stand-alone 

GPS are plotted together to compare the stability of the positions. The number of 

satellites is shown in Figure 4.4, and no cycle-slip is observed in the given set of data. 
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Figure 4.2: Horizontal Error in 11 data sets for 1 hour of operation 
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The RMS of the position errors of the I-F PRP and the calibrated GPS are 

compared in Figure 4.5 and 4.6. These statistics clearly show that the I-F PRP has 

much better position stability. 
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Figure 4.3: Vertical Error in 11 data sets for one hour of operation 
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Figure 4.6: RMS of stand-alone GPS in 11 data sets for one hour of operation 

4.3 Time-Differenced Precise Relative Positioning (T-D PRP) 

Relative positioning utilizing only carrier measurements is also possible with a 

single frequency receiver by using the difference of carrier phase measurements over a 

time interval, called delta pseudorange. In this case, relative position is defined to be 

the distance between the position at the current epoch and the initial positioning point 

or a reference position. 

The delta pseudorange of a satellite at two epochs, t and 0, is described as 

follows: 

O, - <D0 = rt - r0 + cAStu - cASts -AIt0 + ATtQ + Ae^ ( 0 (4.13) 
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where A (•) is the difference of the same variable at the two epochs. The nice property 

of the delta pseudorange is that precise carrier measurement is available without a 

troublesome integer ambiguity. Researchers previously proposed to use the delta 

pseudorange for velocity estimation [VanGraas] and relative positioning [Somerville]. 

The T-D PRP introduced in this chapter also uses the delta pseudorange. Unlike 

the previous research, T-D PRP eliminates a differential ionospheric delay by using 

code-carrier divergence in near-real-time using the technique described in Section 2.3, 

assuming that near-real-time processing is allowed. In the previous research, the 

ionospheric effects are removed by a dual frequency receiver. 

The formulation of the T-D PRP is introduced in [Kim072] and repeated in this 

section. Now, let us apply satellite clock error corrections and tropospheric error 

corrections to Equation (4.13). Then, linearizing it with respect to a reference position 

and adding a short base line assumption, Equation (4.13) becomes 

y, o = rt ~ro ~0"s>, -rRfi) + cA8tu -M, 0 + Ae0l 0 + eTJ 0 + ss 0 
(4.14) 

= -1 , *Sp, 0 + cAStu - (-1, + loybp - A/,_0 + Ae9J_0 + eTt0 + eSlsJ0 

where dp, 0is a relative position of a receiver at time t from the position at time 0. 

Again, bp is an error caused by the imperfect knowledge of the reference position at 

time 0. eTJ 0 includes tropospheric delay correction residual errors at time / and 0. 

sSt , 0 includes satellite clock error correction residual errors at time t and 0. 

Next, A/, 0 is removed by using the difference of LI code and carrier phase 

measurements using the technique in Section 2.3. Taking the estimated ionospheric 

delay gradient, fix, the correction for the differential ionospheric delay gradient 

between the time t and 0 can be generated as follows: 

A/,j0=W?, (4.15) 
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A/, 0 will be very effective when the ionosphere is active and minimal when the 

ionosphere is steady. However, even in the regions that have quiet ionosphere, A/, 0 is 

indispensable because it is always possible that an unexpected sharp ionospheric 

gradient may arise. 

Finally, a set of linear equations can be formed as follows: 

Y = GX + s 

where i includes bp, Ae9J 0 , and all residual errors. 

Then, the relative position from T-D PRP with respect to the reference position 

is computed using weighted least squares as follows: 

X = {GTW-xGyx GTW~lY (4.17) 

where Wis a weighting matrix. It is difficult to find an optimal W because some of the 

errors in Y are highly correlated over time. However, since the overall errors are 

dependent on satellite elevation angle, a reasonable choice for the elements of 

W would be functions of the satellite elevation angle. 

The error characteristic of the T-D PRP is that the position errors are very 

small in the beginning and become larger over time. The main reason for this is that 

the residual correction errors of satellite clock-ephemeris errors and tropospheric delay 

errors have strong temporal correlation [Ibrahim] [Walter99]. Therefore, when the T-D 

PRP takes the difference of the error corrected carrier measurements, most of the 

residual correction errors are effectively cancelled out in the beginning. However, as 

time goes by, the errors become larger due to the decorrelation of those residual errors. 
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4.3.1 The Performance of T-D PRP 

Figure 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 compare the relative position errors from implementing 

the T-D PRP with and without compensating for the differential ionospheric delays 

using static experimental receiver data in East, North, and Up, respectively. The 

measurements were taken on September 5, 2005 at Stanford University, and the 

position of the receiver antenna is surveyed with accuracy of within a few centimeters. 

Each test is implemented for 900 seconds. 
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Figure 4.7: T-D PRP errors in East with and without the differential ionospheric corrections 
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Figure 4.8: T-D PRP errors in North with and without the differential ionospheric corrections 
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Figure 4.9: T-D PRP errors in Up with and without the differential ionospheric corrections 
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These results show that the T-D PRP errors with and without the differential 

ionospheric delay correction are very close in the beginning. But, as time increases, 

the T-D PRP errors with the differential ionospheric correction are more centered 

around zero. This fact is also supported by the RMS of the errors of the two cases at 

the end of the operation, 900 seconds, in Figure 4.10. 
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Figure 4.10: RMS comparison of the T-D PRP with and without the differential ionospheric delay 

correction at 900 seconds 

4.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, two precise relative positioning methods, I-F PRP and T-D PRP, 

using a single frequency receiver are introduced. The I-F PRP used the sum of code 

and carrier phase measurement as range sources. The benefit of this combination was 

that ionospheric delays were completely removed and multipath was reduced by a 

factor of two. The T-D PRP used the difference of carrier phase measurements over a 



time interval as range sources to obtain very precise relative position. In this method, 

differential ionospheric delays were removed by fitting a first order linear regression 

on the time series of code minus carrier phase measurements. Therefore, the 

differential ionospheric cancellation was performed in near-real-time. The I-F PRP 

and T-D PRP were tested using data collected from a static GPS receiver, whose 

position was accurately surveyed. The test results showed that the I-F PRP and T-D 

PRP both provided more stable position than stand-alone GPS. The I-F PRP provided 

better than 50 cm RMS in the horizontal and 1 m RMS in the vertical for one hour of 

operation time. The T-D PRP provided very accurate position in the beginning, and its 

error grew as time increased. The error was less than 50 cm error in the horizontal and 

80 cm in the vertical for 900 seconds operation time. 

It should be noted that the T-D PRP is constrained to be only operational in post

processing (near-real-time) because of its near-real-time cancellation of differential 

ionospheric delays. The I-F PRP can serve real-time applications. It should also be 

noted that the shorter the operation time, the better the performance these algorithms 

can provide. The reason for this is that the measurements of the reference point at the 

initial time are only usable as long as the corresponding satellites used for the 

measurements are in view. The T-D PRP method is used in the algorithms developed 

in Chapter 6 and 7. 
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Flight Inspection System Designs and 

Performance 
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Chapter 5 

WAAS-aided Flight Inspection System 

5.1 Introduction 

The WAAS-aided Flight Inspection System (FIS) is introduced in this chapter 

and also in [Kim062]. This system has a single frequency Commercial off-the-shelf 

(COTS) certified WAAS receiver, an INS, a radar altimeter, and a Television 

Positioning System (TVPS). This system fuses the WAAS position with an INS to 

remove the WAAS periodic noise and uses the radar altimeter and TVPS readings 

over the runway threshold to eliminate a WAAS position bias during approach. By 

doing this, WAAS position solutions can be improved for use in flight inspection. 

Since the INS is used as a complementary sensor that only removes the noise in the 

WAAS position, the WAAS-aided FIS can utilize a low-grade INS (tactical or less). 

Therefore, although the WAAS-aided FIS is similar to the Inertial-based AFIS in 

terms of its hardware, it can achieve significantly lower costs than the Inertial-based 

AFIS because it can tolerate a lower quality INS. In addition, since the WAAS-aided 

FIS only requires the normal position outputs from a COTS certified WAAS receiver, 
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it can be easily realized from the Inertial-based AFIS due to the similarity of the two 

systems. 

This chapter is organized as follows. The airborne WAAS error characteristic in 

the position domain is discussed in Section 5.2. Then, the WAAS-aided FIS system 

architecture is discussed in Section 5.3. In this section, the fusion algorithm of the 

WAAS and an INS are described in detail. Section 5.4 presents the test results of the 

WAAS-aided FIS with flight test data. In the results, the feasibility study of using a 

lower grade INS will be shown. The conclusion follows in Section 5.5. 

5.2 WAAS Airborne Error Characteristics 

Figure 5.1 shows the WAAS position errors obtained from flight tests taken on 

April 4, 2005. This figure shows the typical WAAS airborne error characteristics, 

which can be described as the sum of a bias and an additive noise for a short time 

period. The bias could jump slightly if a satellite constellation changes and a new 

WAAS ionosphere correction message arrives. The noise is comprised of many factors 

such as multipath, thermal noise, and WAAS correction residuals. 
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Figure 5.1: Example of WAAS airborne position errors 

Figure 5.2 shows the power spectral density of the noise obtained from 

subtracting the mean of the error in Figure 5.1. It is interesting to see the distinct peak 

in the noise. The periodic noise has a 12 second period and is caused by both the 

WAAS fast clock correction (Message Types 2-5) and the range rate correction 

[WAASMOPS] as discussed in Section 3.3. The broadcast correction message has 

0.125 m resolution and is updated every 6 seconds. The range rate correction, RRC, is 

computed by a user as follows: 

RRC{tof)-
PRC —PRC current previous _ (5.1) 

where PRC is the fast clock corrections and t0/ is the time of applicability. At is the 

time difference between PRCcurre„, and PRCprevious- The combination of the WAAS fast 

clock correction message and the RRC causes the cyclic noise whose amplitude is 

typically over 0.15 meters as shown in Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.2: Power spectral density of WAAS airborne noise shown in Figure 5.1 
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Figure 5.3: Example of WAAS fast clock correction 
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By identifying WAAS airborne error characteristics, it becomes clear how to 

improve the WAAS position solutions during flight inspection for ILS calibration; the 

cyclic noise and WAAS bias must be eliminated. The next subsection discusses how 

this mission is accomplished in the WAAS-aided FIS. 

5.3 WAAS-aided FIS System Architecture 

The WAAS-aided FIS system architecture is shown in Figure 5.4. The WAAS-

aided FIS consists of an INS, a radar altimeter, a TVPS, and an airborne Commercial 

off-the-shelf (COTS) certified WAAS receiver. The WAAS and the INS provide their 

own position solutions during approach. Over the threshold of a runway, the radar 

altimeter measures the vertical distance between the airplane and the runway threshold. 

At that point, the TVPS measures the cross-track and along-track deviations of the 

airplane from the center line and the threshold mark of the runway by using its camera 

images. Since the position of the runway threshold is accurately surveyed, the radar 

altimeter and the TVPS provide an accurate instant 3D position of the airplane over 

the threshold. 

After finishing the approach, position solutions of the WAAS and the INS are 

fused to remove the WAAS cyclic noise. Once the noise is removed, the noiseless 

WAAS position over the runway threshold is compared with the radar altimeter and 

TVPS reading at the same point to estimate the WAAS bias for that particular 

approach. Then, the estimated true trajectory is obtained by subtracting the estimated 

WAAS position bias from the noiseless WAAS position. 

The main function of the INS is to remove the cyclic noises of the WAAS which 

is the primary sensor in this system. Since the INS is mainly used to filter out the 

cyclic noise of the WAAS, an expensive INS is not required. Furthermore, it is not 

required to fly along the length of the runway in order to calibrate the INS gyros and 

accelerometers. A navigation grade INS along with the calibration procedures are 
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required in the Inertial-based AFIS. Therefore, the WAAS-aided FIS has advantages 

of low cost and better efficiency over the Inertial-based AFIS. 

h"';"^P^#^t'''»».^>.H 

runway 

Estimated 
WAAS Noise 

Noise removed 
WAAS 

WAAS Bias 
Estimated 

true trajectory 

Figure 5.4: WAAS-aided FIS system architecture 

5.3.1 WAAS Cyclic Noise Filtering Process 

The WAAS-aided FIS takes advantage of the bias-like position error of the 

WAAS over a short period of time (minutes). If the bias can be estimated correctly at 

one time during approach, it is possible to have accurate position solutions by 

subtracting the estimated bias from the WAAS position outputs. However, the 

amplitude of the cyclic noise is so large that it must be removed before estimating the 

bias. Otherwise, the estimated bias may have a significant portion of the noise. 

Therefore, the cyclic noise removal process is critical. This subsection introduces how 

to robustly remove the cyclic noise of the WAAS by using an INS. 
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The sensor measurements of the INS and the WAAS can be described as 

follows: 

z*aa,(t) = PT(f) + Bw{t) + N„(f) + riw(?) 

where PT(t) is the true trajectory, 5,(0 and Bw{t) are biases in the measurements of the 

INS and the WAAS, respectively, x(t) is the inertial drift, and JVw(0is the cyclic noise 

in the WAAS. rjw(f) includes other noises such as multipath, receiver noise, and 

unmodeled effects in the WAAS. 

Subtracting the INS position from the WAAS position yields 

Mt) = zwaas(t)-zim(t) 

= Nw(t) + Bw(t)-Bi(t)-x(t) + ??w(t) 

Assuming that the sensor measurement model is valid during approach, Equation 

(5.3) reveals the important fact that the motion of the airplane has no impact on the 

difference, Az(t), which makes the filtering performance independent of the airplane 

motion. Considering jjw(t) to be small and making the bias term zero, the problem 

becomes how to separate the cyclic noise, Nw(t), and the inertial drift, x(t). 

To design a filter separating Nw(t) from x(t) , it is necessary to know the 

characteristics of x(t) . In general, the propagation of an inertial drift is very 

complicated and has some uncertainty [Titterton]. However, these complexities can be 

simplified by considering the flight motion during flight inspection: short operation 

time, approximately a straight line trajectory, nearly non-rotating and non-accelerating 

motions. Equation (5.4) shows a simplified linear error model of an INS in NED 

(North, East, Down) coordinates [Titterton]. 
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where 

x = position error; 
P = accelerometer bias; 
s = gyro drift rate; 
<j> = platform tilt error; 
g - acceleration of gravity; and 

i?„ = radius of earth e 

Assuming that the accelerometer biases are nearly constant during the approach, 

Equation (5.4) tells us that the horizontal error nearly grows with t3. On the other hand, 

the vertical error is driven by a constant accelerometer bias, and thus grows with t2. 

Let us first look at the filtering technique in the vertical channel due to its simplicity. 

From Equation (5.4), the inertial drift in the vertical channel in continuous time 

can be described as follows. 

xD(t) = xDo+vDot+^j3Dt2 (5.5) 

where x^andv^, are the initial position and initial velocity, respectively. 

Modeling the cyclic noise, Nw(t), as ^ (Os in (^0 and ignoring the biases, 

Equation (5.3) becomes 

AzD(t) = AN(t)sin(2ft) - xD(t) + rjw(t) (5.6) 
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where AN(t)is the time-varying amplitude of the cyclic noise. 

Equation (5.6) shows thatAzD(/)is basically the sum of the cyclic noise with a 

time-varying amplitude and a quadratic curve whose curvature depends on/?D. The 

value of fiD varies with the grade of an INS and has some uncertainty during 

operation. Therefore, a robust filtering technique is necessary to be able to effectively 

select the cyclic noise regardless of the value of f5D and the time-varying amplitude 

from AzD(t). 

Since a near-real-time process is allowed, a non-causal zero-phase high pass 

filter [Mitra] is of interest. A high pass filter can be easily designed by using some 

basic low pass filters. Considering the time-varying amplitude of the sine wave, a 

symmetric triangular shape is selected for a low pass filter. Equation (5.7) describes 

this low pass filter in discrete time and Figure 5.5 shows its impulse response. 

h[t] = jr(-\t\ + T), •T<t<T (5.7) 
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Figure 5.5: Impulse response of the designed low pass filter 
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The output of the filter at time n with input sampled at 1 Hz, y[n], is 

y[n]=^h[k]AzD[n-k] 

(5.8) 

k=-T 

= ̂ 2 £ (-\k\ + T)(AN[n-k]smmn-k)]-
1 k=-T 

xD[n-k] + 7jw[n]) 

= -xD\n\-l-fPD+VwM 

where rjw^[n] is noise due to the incomplete cancellation of the sine wave and the 

WAAS noise. It is interesting that, in addition to the vertical drift error, xD[ri], y[n] 

results in a constant bias term,1^-/^, that does not depend on time, n. Therefore, 

subtracting y[n] from AzD[n] produces 

eD[n] = AzD[n]-y[n] 

= AN[n\sin[^nW-fPD[n^fie[n\ 

Filtering eD[ri] with the same filter, h, results in 

VD(n)=JTh[n]eD[n-k] 

(5.9) 

143 
T 

(5.10) 

= mpD{rfrfJM 

Therefore, the cyclic noise term can be estimated as follows: 

= AN[n]sin[^-n] + r]Vye[n\ 
(5.11) 
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The filtering process in a horizontal channel is the same as in the vertical channel, 

but the low pass filter results in a slightly different term. From Equation (5.4), the 

inertial drift in the east channel is described below. 

**(') = xEo+vBot + ±f}Ef +±£t3 (5.12) 

Following a similar procedure to Equation (5.8), the filter outputs at time n are 

T 

y[n]= £ h[k]AzE[n-k] 
k=-T P. 13) 

= -xE[n\-l-fPE[nYAS + 7lws[ri\ 

Unlike the previous case, the filter results in an additional term which is a nearly 

linear function of time. 

Now, the difference between y[n] and AzE[n] is 

eE[n] = AzE[n]-y[n] 

= AN[n]sin[2fn] + ̂ /3E[n}i-4s + Tje[n] 

Filtering eE[n] with the same filter, h, results in 

k=-T 

Therefore, the cyclic noise term can be estimated as follows: 

KM = ̂ E{n\-VE[n\ 
= AN[n]sm[^n] + ?}ve[n] 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 
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Figure 5.6 illustrates the high pass filter design process in the vertical and 

horizontal channels. 

High Pass Filter 

Figure 5.6: High pass filtering block for cyclic noise 
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Figure 5.7: Impulse response of the designed high pass filter 

Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 show the impulse response of the high pass filter in 

discrete time and its frequency response, respectively. 
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Figure 5.8: Frequency response of the designed high pass filter 

As an example, Figure 5.9 shows the true WAAS noise and the estimated 

WAAS noise from the high pass filtering block. The residual errors of the estimated 

WAAS noise are shown in Figure 5.10. As shown in these figures, this filter 

effectively selects the periodic noise so that the residual errors are, most of the time, 

less than 0.1 m. These errors previously exceeded 0.2 m. 
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of WAAS noise and estimated WAAS noise 
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Figure 5.10: The residual errors of the estimated WAAS noise 
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5.3.2 Estimation of True Trajectory 

After the cyclic noise process is completed, the remaining process in estimating 

the flight path is straightforward. First, noise reduced WAAS measurements are 

obtained as follows: 

noiseless waas \ ) waas \ ) w \ ) 

= PT(t) + Bw(t) + Nw(t)-Nw(t) + ??w(t) (5.17) 
= PT(t) + Bw(t) + rj(t) 

It is important to keep in mind that this noiseless WAAS position, zmiseless waas (t), 

not only provides smooth position outputs but also makes it possible to accurately 

determine the bias, Bw(t), of WAAS by using other sensors. To estimate the bias in the 

WAAS position, it is necessary to have more accurate position measurements than 

WAAS provides. The radar altimeter currently used in the Inertial-based AFIS has 

accuracy (95%) better than 15 cm [Peled]. The TVPS has accuracy (95%) better than 

15 cm in cross-track and 30 cm in along-track, respectively [TVPS]. The WAAS 

position bias is obtained from the position measurements of those sensors at the 

runway threshold in a manner similar to the Inertial-based AFIS. 

Let us denote the position estimate from the radar altimeter and the TVPS as 
ZM TVPS(0- Then, the WAAS bias, Bw(t), is obtained by subtracting zRA_JVPS(t) from 

the noiseless WAAS position, znoiselesswaas (/), at the threshold as follows: 

Bw(t) — \.znoiseless_waas\j)~ZRA_TVPS V/Jatthreshold (J.lo) 

A 

This bias estimate, Bw(t), is usually a constant for the duration of the approach. 

However, Bw(t) may have a sudden jump when there is a satellite constellation 
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change or step change in the WAAS message. This issue will be discussed in a later 

section. 

By subtracting Bw{t) from znolselesswoas(t), the noise and bias removed WAAS 

position, ztmewaas (t), is obtained. 

Iruewaas^ ' ~ noiseless_waas\ ) "w\ ) \J.Vy 

ztrue_waas(0 is m e estimated true trajectory and will be used to calibrate the ILS. 

5.3.3 Effect of Satellite Geometry Changes and Ionospheric Delay 

Correction Updates 

If the WAAS position bias experiences a large sudden jump near the runway 

threshold, the estimated true trajectory may be corrupted because the bias estimation 

from a radar altimeter and a TVPS is no longer valid throughout the whole approach. 

The potential factors that may cause a bias jump are satellite geometry change and 

ionospheric delay correction updates. Fortunately, these factors typically do not cause 

a large bias jump during approach. The reasons are discussed in this section. 

When a satellite at a high elevation angle experiences an outage, it may cause a 

large discontinuity in the bias. Considering the motion of an airplane during approach, 

this type of high elevation outage is unlikely. Instead, the satellite constellation change 

usually occurs due to a rising or falling satellite. In this case, the satellite geometry 

change does not make much difference in the bias because those satellites are heavily 

de-weighted in computing position solutions. Now, let us consider the case of 

ionospheric delay correction updates. The WAAS broadcasts IGP vertical delays less 

than every 5 minutes, and its resolution is 0.125 meters [WAASMOPS]. There is a 

chance that the ionospheric delay correction updates may occur near the runway 

threshold. However, under normal conditions the ionospheric delay is strongly 

correlated with time, which means that one broadcast IGP vertical delay does not 
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significantly differ from the previous one. Therefore, the ionospheric delay updates 

also do not introduce a large bias jump on nominal ionospheric days. 

5.4 Flight Test Results 

5.4.1 Flight Test Results with Navigation Grade INS 

The proposed algorithm is tested with flight test data taken during Oct 30-31, 

2006 at Oklahoma City. A total of 23 approaches are used for the experimental results. 

The current Inertial-based AFIS was used to collect the data, therefore a navigation 

grade INS was used. The output rate of the WAAS measurements and inertial 

measurements are 1 Hz and 50 Hz, respectively. In order to evaluate the accuracy of 

the WAAS-aided FIS, DGPS positions with 5 Hz output rate are used as truth sources. 

Unfortunately, a radar altimeter and a TVPS were not used during the tests due to 

hardware difficulties. Therefore, the DGPS positions were used instead of a radar 

altimeter and a TVPS. Figure 5.11 shows some examples of flight paths during the 

flight tests. 
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Figure 5.11: Examples of flight path during flight tests at Oklahoma City 

Figure 5.12 and 5.13 show WAAS-aided positioning errors in vertical and cross-

track without radar altimeter and TVPS errors. The allowable error limits with respect 

to different categories of an ILS as described in Section 1.3.2 are also described in 

those figures. Errors from a radar altimeter or TVPS would be added to the errors 

shown in the figures. 
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Figure 5.12: WAAS-aided FIS vertical position error without radar altimeter error 
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Figure 5.13: WAAS-aided FIS cross-track position error without TVPS error 
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5.4.2 Flight Test Results with Simulated Tactical and an Automotive 

Grade INS 

In this section, the WAAS-aided FIS is tested with simulated horizontal 

measurements of a low-end tactical grade INS and an automotive grade INS. The 

measurements of the low grade INS are generated by adding errors to the navigation 

grade INS measurements. The added errors are simulated by assuming that the 

accelerometer and gyro errors are mainly biases with white noise. Table 5.1 

summarizes the parameters of the error model of a low-end tactical grade INS and an 

automotive grade INS [Bar-Shalom]. 

Table 5.1: Biases and Power Spectra of Accelerometer and Gyro 

Sensor Parameter 

Accelerometer bias 

Gyro bias 

Accelerometer white noise 

Gyro white noise 

Unit 

jug 

deg/hour 

(//g)2/Hz 

(deg/s)2/Hz 

Tactical 

500 

1 

2500 

10'6 

Automotive 

30,000 

100 

5000 

IO-4 

Figure 5.14 and 5.15 show the simulated horizontal errors for a tactical grade 

INS and an automotive grade INS. 
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Figure 5.14: Simulated horizontal error for a tactical grade INS 
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Figure 5.15: Simulated horizontal error for an automotive grade INS 
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Figure 5.16 and 5.17 show the vertical and cross-track position errors without 

errors from a radar altimeter and a TVPS using the simulated low-end tactical grade 

INS. In the results, it is hard to find any difference in the position errors using the 

navigation grade INS. 

0 12000 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 

Range wit Threshold (m) 

Figure 5.16: WAAS-aided FIS vertical position error without a radar altimeter error using a 

simulated tactical grade INS 
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Figure 5.17: WAAS-aided FIS cross-track position error without a TVPS error using a simulated 

tactical grade INS 

Figure 5.18 and 5.19 show the vertical and cross-track position errors without a 

radar altimeter and a TVPS using the simulated automotive grade INS. As was the 

case for the tactical grade INS, there is no significant difference in the position errors 

using the navigation grade INS. 
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Figure 5.18: WAAS-aided FIS vertical position error using a simulated automotive grade INS 

without radar altimeter error 
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Figure 5.19: WAAS-aided FIS cross-track position error using a simulated automotive grade INS 

without TVPS error 
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5.4.3 WAAS-aided Flight Inspection System Accuracy 

In the previous section, the WAAS-aided FIS position errors without errors from 

a radar altimeter and a TVPS were shown. Now, it is necessary to quantize the overall 

WAAS-aided FIS accuracy to see whether this system meets the FAA flight inspection 

system accuracy requirements. 

Observing the set of position errors, it should be noted that the critical range 

where the requirement may be violated is from 0 to 2000 meters in cross-track and 

from 0 to 2200 meters in vertical. Now, let us consider the set of errors in this region 

as independent zero mean random variables. The statistics of the errors are 

summarized in Table 5.2. The accuracy (95%) of a radar altimeter is 15 cm. The 

accuracy (95%) of a TVPS in cross-track is also 15 cm. The accuracy (95%) of the 

WAAS-aided FIS can be computed by using the accuracy of a radar altimeter and a 

TVPS. Then, the WAAS-aided FIS 95% accuracy is 34 cm in vertical and 23 cm in 

cross-track at the critical range. This was computed by calculating the RSS of 95% 

quantities from Table 5.2 and the RA and TVPS accuracies. Therefore, it can be said 

that the WAAS-aided FIS is slightly insufficient or marginally meets the flight 

inspection system accuracy requirements whose limits are about 30 cm in vertical and 

60 cm in cross-track. 

Table 5.2: Statistics of the WAAS-aided FIS position errors without radar altimeter and TVPS 

errors in the critical range 

Mean 

Std 

RMS 

2*Std (95%) 

Up(m) 

-0.027 

0.150 

0.152 

0.300 

Cross-Track (m) 

-0.037 

0.085 

0.093 

0.170 
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5.5 Conclusion 

The WAAS-aided FIS is introduced in this chapter. This system uses a 

Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) certified WAAS receiver as a primary sensor with a 

low cost INS, a radar altimeter, and a TVPS. The fusion of the WAAS with an INS 

and the bias detection process are extensively discussed. The WAAS-aided FIS is 

tested with the flight test data, and the results are presented. Also, it is shown that a 

low-end tactical grade INS and an automotive grade INS are feasible in this system. 

Overall, the WAAS-aided FIS offers low cost and high efficiency. The low cost 

is achieved by replacing the expensive navigation grade INS with a low-end tactical 

grade INS or an automotive grade INS. The high efficiency is obtained from the fact 

that a flight inspection airplane does not need to fly over the whole runway as the 

Inertial-based AFIS does. In addition, the system can be easily realized from the 

Inertial-based AFIS due to the similarity of their hardware. However, the accuracy of a 

WAAS-aided FIS is slightly outside of the FAA flight inspection system accuracy 

requirements. The lateral accuracy is sufficient, but the vertical accuracy is lacking by 

about 3.5 cm. This lack of accuracy is mainly caused by multipath and receiver noise 

that hinders accurate determination of a WAAS position bias over the runway 

threshold. Although the WAAS-aided FIS accuracy may not be acceptable in practice, 

the system can be still used as an integrity monitor of the Inertial-based AFIS since 

two different position solutions can be obtained. Another limitation of the WAAS-

aided FIS is that it has the same threat as the WAAS, i.e., a sharp ionospheric gradient. 
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Chapter 6 

WAAS-based Flight Inspection System 

6.1 Introduction 

The WAAS-based Flight Inspection System (FIS) is introduced in this chapter 

[Kim072]. This system has a single frequency modified WAAS receiver, a radar 

altimeter, and a TVPS. A WAAS receiver in this system must be able to output GPS 

and WAAS raw messages. This system uses the T-D PRP algorithm and the reference 

position given from a radar altimeter along with a TVPS to estimate the true flight 

trajectory during flight inspection. Taking advantage of WAAS accuracy and 

broadcast messages, the WAAS-based FIS is equipped with a firm integrity so that 

this system is protected against satellite failures and a large error in the reference 

position from a radar altimeter and a TVPS. Overall, the WAAS-based FIS provides 

optimal performance in terms of accuracy, cost, efficiency, and integrity. However, 

the WAAS-based FIS is only operational where WAAS or SBAS is available. 
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This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, the overall WAAS-based 

FIS system architecture is discussed including satellite exclusion tests, WAAS fast 

clock correction filtering, and reference position validation. The T-D PRP is not 

described in this section. Please refer to Chapter 4 for more information about the T-D 

PRP. Then, the experimental test results are presented in Section 6.3. Lastly, the 

conclusion follows in Section 6.4. 

6.2 WAAS-based FIS System Architecture 

The WAAS-based FIS has a single frequency modified WAAS receiver, a radar 

altimeter, and a TVPS. The same kinds of radar altimeter and TVPS used in the 

Inertial-based AFIS are taken for the WAAS-based FIS. This integrated system is 

optimally designed for the ILS calibration problem in terms of accuracy, cost, 

efficiency, and integrity. 

WAAS 
Position 

approach 

runway 

Raw GPS/WAAS 
• carrier phase meas. 
• pseudo-range 
• ephemeris 
• WAAS messages 

RA, 
TVPS 

Satellite Exclusion Tests 

Ref. Position 
at threshold 

Fast-Clock 
Correction 
Filtering 

T-D 
PRP 

Ref. Position Validation 

><w> 

Estimated 
True 

trajectory 

Figure 6.1: WAAS-Based FIS system architecture 
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Figure 6.1 illustrates the overall WAAS-based FIS architecture. During approach, 

WAAS position and raw GPS/WAAS measurements are collected. The GPS/WAAS 

measurements include ephemeris, LI code and carrier phase measurements, and 

WAAS messages. Over the runway threshold, a radar altimeter and a TVPS provide a 

reference position for CAT IMIIILS. However, WAAS can substitute for a TVPS in 

the WAAS-based FIS for CAT I ILS calibration. The Time-Differenced Precise 

Relative Positioning (T-D PRP) method uses this reference position and the raw 

measurements to compute precise relative positions. The estimated flight trajectory 

during approach is obtained by adding the relative positions to the reference position. 

There are two integrity features for the soundness of the estimated flight trajectory: 

satellite exclusion tests and validation of the reference position. Satellite exclusion 

tests are implemented to discard a satellite that should not be used in the T-D PRP 

during approach. The integrity of a reference position is checked by using both WAAS 

position during approach and the precise relative position from the T-D PRP. Even 

though this validation test is limited to the level of WAAS accuracy, it is useful when 

a radar altimeter or a TVPS introduces an abnormally large error. The two integrity 

features will be further discussed later in this section. 

In this section, satellite exclusion tests, fast-clock correction filtering, and 

validation of reference position are discussed in more detail. 

6.2.1 Satellite Exclusion Tests 

The position solution of the WAAS-based FIS is obtained by adding the relative 

position from the T-D PRP to the reference point from a radar altimeter and a TVPS. 

To ensure sound position solutions from the T-D PRP, it is necessary to exclude any 

satellites that may cause adverse effects. This section discusses how to choose the 

right set of satellites for the T-D PRP using WAAS integrity messages and other 

internal sanity check procedures. 

Figure 6.2 shows the items that should be checked before including a satellite for 

the T-D PRP. The first safety check is to see if there are any GPS/WAAS 
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UNHEALTHY or WAAS UNMONITORED designations. If these messages are 

delivered from GPS/WAAS for a particular satellite, that satellite will be excluded. 

Similarly, a satellite having UDREI greater than or equal to 12 will be excluded as 

well because that satellite may have some problem and therefore cannot be used for 

WAAS-based precision approach [WAASMOPS]. 

GPS/WAAS 

Health 

Designation 

Ionospheric 

Cycle-Slip Gradient Satellite Outage 

Estimate 

Figure 6.2: Chart of items for satellite exclusion criteria 

Any satellites experiencing a cycle-slip during approach are also excluded 

because the T-D PRP must use continuously accumulated carrier phase measurements. 

In using the estimated ionospheric delay gradient in the T-D PRP, the goodness of fit 

for the estimation of the ionospheric delay gradient must be examined. Any 

ionospheric delay gradients showing a severe nonlinear behavior can be detected by 

analyzing the residuals after fitting a first order linear model on the time series of code 

minus carrier phase measurements. Chi-square tests are a good indicator for goodness 

of fit [Bar-Shalom]. Lastly, it is best to use the same set of satellites during the entire 

approach. A different set of satellites may introduce a sudden jump in relative position, 

which is undesirable for our application. 
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6.2.2 Fast-Clock Correction Filtering 

In the WAAS-based FIS, the WAAS fast-clock correction message is used. As 

already discussed in the previous chapters, the WAAS fast-clock correction is not 

continuous and its combination of Range Rate Correction (RRC) makes large 12 s 

periodic noise. It should be noted that the periodic noise still remains due to the 

discrete WAAS fast-clock correction although RRC is turned off in a receiver. 

Therefore, the WAAS fast-clock correction needs to be filtered to be used in precise 

positioning. Figure 6.3 shows a typical example of the broadcast fast clock corrections 

and filtered fast clock corrections. The smoothing process takes place after receiving 

all the messages during approach. Since the message has a 12 second periodic pattern 

for a considerable amount of time, a non-causal moving average filter having 12 

seconds or a multiple of 12 seconds length will remove the periodic pattern. 

Raw F-C correction 
Filtered F-C Correction 

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 
Time(s) 

Figure 6.3: Example of fast-clock correction filtering using a non-causal filter 
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6.2.3 Validation of a Reference Position from Radar Altimeter and TVPS 

A radar altimeter and a TVPS provide a reference position over the runway 

threshold. Since the estimated flight path is the sum of the reference position and the 

relative position from the T-D PRP, the accurate measurements from those sensors are 

extremely important. This subsection discusses how to validate the reference position 

using the WAAS position. 

Vertical 
Position 

Range wrt. Threshold 

Figure 6.4: Schematics of the characteristics of three position measurements (R.A., WAAS, TD-

PRP) with true position 

Figure 6.4 depicts how a true flight trajectory is related with WAAS position and 

the relative position from the T-D PRP in the vertical direction. Basically, WAAS 

position has a constant bias and noise on top of the true position during approach 

[Kim062]. On the other hand, the position from the T-D PRP is precise but has a large 
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offset from the true position. Mathematically, these positions can be described as 

follows: 

WAAS = True + Bias + Noise 
T-DPRP=True- Offset 

Taking the average of the difference of the WAAS position and the T-D PRP 

position during approach yields the following expression, 

(̂WAAS-T-DPRP) = ^ £ ( W A A S - T - D P R P X ( 6 2 ) 

« Bias + Offset 

In Equation (6.2), the noises in the WAAS position are averaged out to near zero. 

Now, an instantaneous measurement of a radar altimeter over the threshold has a 

small error as follows: 

Radar Altimeter = True^ + Error (6.3) 

Then, the difference of measurements of a radar altimeter and the T-D PRP over 

the threshold is 

V-i-DPRiwr R a d a r Altimter - T-D PRP^ 

= Error + Offset 

Then, if we subtract Equation (6.4) from Equation (6.2), the remaining term is 

approximately the sum of the WAAS bias and the small error from the radar altimeter, 

A ra(WAAS_T.DPRP) - A(RA_TOHUW) * Bias - Error (6.5) 
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The message from Equation (6.5) is that once we know the statistical 

distributions of the WAAS bias and the radar altimeter error, which was already 

presented in the previous sections, we can also form a distribution of Equation (6.5). 

Using this distribution, it is possible to check where the value of Equation (6.5) stands 

on the distribution for each approach. If the value is beyond a threshold, for example 

95% with two sided Gaussian distribution, a flag is raised to indicate a possible 

corruption in the radar altimeter measurement. A similar procedure can be used in the 

horizontal with a TVPS. Considering the 95% accuracies of the WAAS, a radar 

altimeter, and a TVPS, the thresholds (99.9%) are 1.50 meters in the horizontal and 

2.12 meters in the vertical, respectively. 

6.3 Flight Test Results 

For the validation of the WAAS-based FIS, the same set of flight tests in the 

evaluation of the WAAS-aided FIS are used. Raw GPS/WAAS data were recorded 

using a Garmin 480 certified WAAS receiver that was modified so that raw 

measurements were available. The total number of approaches used in this test is 23. 

6.3.1 T-DPRP Tests 

Figure 6.5 and 6.6 show the horizontal and vertical errors from implementing the 

T-D PRP with a reference position given from a DGPS position. The two pairs of 

straight lines are the flight inspection system accuracy requirements for CAT I and 

CAT IMIIILS calibration as described in Chapter 1. 
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Figure 6.5: WAAS-based FIS cross-track position errors without a TVPS error 
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Figure 6.6: WAAS-based FIS vertical position errors without a radar altimeter error 
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These two figures do not represent the total errors of WAAS-based FIS tests 

because the reference position errors are not included. However, these results clearly 

show the error characteristic of the T-D PRP, which slowly increases over time. Based 

on that, it is possible to measure the performance of WAAS-based FIS using 95% 

accuracies of a radar altimeter and a TVPS. 

6.3.2 WAAS-based FIS Accuracy 

To see the accuracy of the WAAS-based FIS, the total errors caused by both the 

T-D PRP and the reference position should be considered. Considering the T-D PRP 

error characteristics and the accuracy requirements, the critical regions that most likely 

violate the accuracy requirements are around 2200 meters and 2000 meters from the 

threshold in the vertical and horizontal directions, respectively. If the WAAS-based 

FIS accuracy meets the flight inspection system accuracy requirements in these critical 

regions, it will meet the requirements for all other regions. 

Table 6.1: Statistics of the T-D PRP errors at critical regions 

Mean 

Std 

RMS 

2*Std (95%) 

Up(m) 

-0.035 

0.051 

0.061 

0.102 

Cross-Track (m) 

0.002 

0.041 

0.041 

0.082 

Table 6.1 summarizes the statistics of the T-D PRP errors at the critical regions. 

Treating the T-D PRP errors and reference position errors as independent random 

variables with zero mean, which is not exactly true but a good approximation, the 

distributions of the total errors can be easily calculated. Since the accuracies (95%) of 
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a radar altimeter and a TVPS in cross-track are about 15 cm, the 95% accuracy of the 

WAAS-based FIS is 18 cm in the vertical and 17 cm in cross-track at the critical 

regions. This was computed by calculating the RSS of 95% quantities from Table 6.1 

and the RA and TVPS accuracies. Thus, the WAAS-based FIS sufficiently meets the 

flight inspection system accuracy requirements up to CAT IMIIILS calibration whose 

limits are about 30 cm in the vertical and 60 cm in the cross-track. 

On the other hand, the critical region for a CAT IILS cross-track calibration is at 

the threshold, and the accuracy requirement is 1.2 m at that location. In this case, the 

contribution of the T-D PRP cross-track errors to the total error is negligible because 

the CAT I ILS cross-track requirement rapidly relaxes as the range from the threshold 

increases. Therefore, since 95% horizontal WAAS accuracy is 0.94 m, the total error 

of the system that would result by using WAAS for the cross-track reference point 

determination (no TVPS required) would be well below the CAT I ILS requirement. 

6.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, the WAAS-based FIS is introduced. Its system architecture, 

positioning algorithm, and integrity features are thoroughly discussed. For the 

validation of the WAAS-based FIS algorithm, this system was evaluated with flight 

test data. The results were shown to meet the required accuracy for flight inspection of 

CAT I, II, and III ILS. 

Overall, the WAAS-based FIS provides more optimized performance in terms of 

accuracy, cost, efficiency, and integrity than the current systems. Its accuracy is 

between the Inertial-based AFIS and the DGPS-based AFIS, and its cost is 

significantly lower than those two systems. The WAAS-based FIS for CAT I ILS 

costs even less because a TVPS is also not required. The efficiency of the WAAS-

based FIS outperforms the other two AFIS because it does not need a reference station 

on the ground nor does it require the flight inspection aircraft to fly level over the 

whole runway. The WAAS-based FIS also provides secure redundant integrity 

features using the WAAS messages and internal safety checks regarding satellite 
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failures and reference position. The limitation of the WAAS-based FIS is its 

dependence upon WAAS (SBAS) availability. It also should be noted that the scheme 

does require that modification be made to a certified WAAS receiver. 
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Chapter 7 

Stand-alone GPS-based Flight 

Inspection System 

7.1 Introduction 

The stand-alone GPS-based Flight Inspection System (GPS-based FIS) is 

introduced in this chapter [Kim073]. The stand-alone GPS-based FIS is a system 

equipped with a single frequency GPS receiver, a radar altimeter, and a Television 

Positioning System (TVPS). In this system, the flight path is obtained by adding an 

accurate position fix over the runway threshold to the relative positions using the T-D 

PRP. The reference position is provided from the radar altimeter and the TVPS. In 

order to ensure the integrity of the position solutions, this system has a specialized 

RAIM (Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring) for a flight inspection system 

called FIS-RAIM. Overall, the stand-alone GPS-based FIS is similar to the WAAS-

based FIS in the aspects of hardware and positioning algorithms. However, unlike the 

WAAS-based FIS, satellite health is checked from the FIS-RAIM. In addition, the 

stand-alone GPS-based FIS is operational worldwide. 
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This chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 discusses the stand-alone GPS-

based FIS system architecture. In this section, the satellite exclusion tests and the FIS-

RAIM are discussed in detail. Section 7.3 presents the test results from implementing 

the stand-alone GPS-based FIS with flight test data. Lastly, conclusions are provided 

in Section 7.4. 

7.2 Stand-alone GPS-based FIS System Architecture 

The stand-alone GPS-based FIS has a single frequency GPS receiver, a radar 

altimeter, and a TVPS. The same kinds of radar altimeter and TVPS being used in the 

current Inertial-based AFIS are also used in the stand-alone GPS-based FIS. The 95% 

accuracy of the radar altimeter is better than 15 cm [Peled]. The 95% accuracy of the 

TVPS is better than 15 cm in cross-track and 30 cm in along-track [TVPS]. 

Figure 7.1 illustrates the overall algorithm of the stand-alone GPS-based FIS. 

During approach, GPS measurements are collected. Over the threshold of a runway, 

the radar altimeter and the TVPS provide a position fix of a flight inspection aircraft, 

thus creating a reference position. The Time-Differenced Precise Relative Positioning 

(T-D PRP) method uses this reference position and the carrier phase measurements 

to compute precise relative positions. The estimated flight path during approach is 

obtained by adding the relative positions to the reference position. To ensure sound 

position solutions, satellite exclusion tests are implemented to discard a satellite that 

should not be used in the T-D PRP. The satellite exclusion tests in this system are 

identical to the tests in the WAAS-based FIS except that the satellite health status is 

only reported from GPS. In addition, the integrity of the T-D PRP solutions is checked 

by the FIS-RAIM. The FIS-RAIM detects possible minor satellite failures that may 

cause the violation of FIS accuracy requirement for CAT IILS calibration. Since the 

stand-alone GPS-based FIS is similar to the WAAS-based FIS, only is the FIS-RAIM 

discussed in more detail. 
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Figure 7.1: Stand-alone GPS-based FIS system architecture 

7.2.1 RAIM in Flight Inspection System (FIS-RAIM) 

RAIM (Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring) is commonly used as an 

integrity monitor to detect a satellite failure and isolate and exclude the faulty satellite 

when there is no integrity information available from an augmentation system such as 

an SBAS (Space-Based Augmentation System). Also, when the satellite geometry is 

too poor to detect a satellite failure, RAIM issues an alarm to indicate that integrity 

cannot be assured. For the same reason, the stand-alone GPS-based FIS must have an 

integrity monitor. However, due to the different positioning algorithm and operational 

requirements in the stand-alone GPS-based FIS, the pre-installed standard RAIMs 

[Brown92] in a GPS receiver may not be suited for this system [Ober06]. One of the 

reasons for this is that the standard RAIM is designed to protect against a large 

satellite failure, but the stand-alone GPS-based FIS needs to protect against even a 

minor satellite failure (for example, even one centimeter per second) that is not 
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typically detected as a satellite failure in the standard RAIMs. Nonetheless, the 

principle of the conventional RAIM method can be exactly adapted to this system. In 

various RAIM methods, the stand-alone GPS-based FIS applies the maximum 

separation of solutions [Brown87] to the T-D PRP. This subsection only discusses a 

satellite failure detection using the FIS-RAIM. 

When minor satellite failures occur, such as a slow ramp satellite (a few cm/s) 

clock error or a low amplitude (less than a few meters) satellite clock dithering, the 

standard RAIM may not detect them until those errors are significantly developed to 

cause position errors more than tens of meters. However, since the accuracy 

requirements in Flight Inspection (FI) are very tight, critical positioning errors can be 

caused even in the initial developing stage of the minor satellite failures. For some 

examples, Figure 7.2 shows the vertical positioning failures when one of the satellites 

has a 4 cm/s ramp clock error. Figure 7.3 shows the vertical positioning failures when 

one of the satellites has a sinusoidal clock dithering with 1 meter amplitude during 

approach. These examples are obtained from real flight test data with simulated 

satellite failures. 

Figure 7.2: Positioning failures of the T-D PRP with simulated a 4 cm/s ramp satellite clock error 

during approach 
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Figure 7.3: Positioning failures due to 1 meter amplitude sinusoidal clock dithering during 

approach 

To protect against minor satellite failures, the FIS-RAIM, a RAIM in the stand

alone GPS-based FIS, applies the maximum separation of solutions to the T-D PRP. 

The principle of the maximum separation of solutions is as follows [Brown87]. 

Assuming there is only one possible satellite failure, this method uses the n subsets 

having n-1 satellites of the n satellites in view to check integrity. If the position 

solutions of the n subsets are consistent, there is no satellite failure. If not, an alert is 

issued. The test statistic used in this method is the maximum observed absolute 

position difference of the subsets, and a threshold for the test statistic is the preset 

maximum solution separation under a normal condition. Figure 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6 show 

the maximum observed absolute vertical position differences of the T-D PRP for three 

cases: no satellite failure, a satellite clock ramp error, and a low amplitude satellite 

clock dithering. 
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Figure 7.4: Observed maximum separated solutions in vertical during approaches without 

satellite failures 
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Figure 7.5: Observed maximum separated solutions in vertical during approaches with 4 cm/s 

ramp satellite clock error 
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Figure 7.6: Observed maximum separated vertical solutions during approaches with 1 m 

amplitude satellite clock dithering 

Now the problem comes to what statistic should be used to differentiate the 

minor satellite failures from no satellite failures in FI. The statistic and its associated 

threshold must perform well with the two clock failure examples as well as with any 

arbitrary types of satellite failures. In addition, they must comply with the accuracy 

requirements so that they do not often give a false alarm when the position solutions 

have unusually large errors but are still within the requirements. To meet those 

constraints, the FIS-RAIM utilizes two statistics: a slope from fitting the maximum 

observed separated solutions to a straight line using linear regression and the residual 

tests on the fitted line. The slope detects any failures having a ramp clock error, and 

the residual tests identify any failures having a significant clock dithering. Any 

satellite failures falling between the two types are more than likely detected by either 

one of them. The threshold for the residual tests can be determined from the statistics 

of the residuals under the no failure condition. 

Figure 7.7 shows the observed maximum separated solutions during 30 flight 

test approaches. Figure 7.8 shows the residuals from the linear fit on the separated 

solutions in Figure 7.7. No particular satellite failure was observed during the test. In 
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Figure 7.7, the threshold is set to 0.05/2 deg slope which is one side of the FIS 

accuracy requirement for CAT IILS calibration. When the residual sum of squares is 

used for the residual test, the possible threshold is (30 cm)2 x chi2inv(95%, n-2) which 

is the value at 95% probability of a chi-square cumulative distribution having n-2 

degrees of freedom. The residual is assumed to have a normal distribution with zero 

mean and 30 cm standard deviation. These thresholds are conservatively chosen to 

compensate for the relatively small data set and to minimize false alarms. 

Range wrt. Threshold (m) 

Figure 7.7: 30 examples of maximum separated solutions in vertical without satellite failures and 

the proposed threshold slope 
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Figure 7.8: The corresponding residuals from the fitted line of the separated solutions in Figure 

7.7 

7.3 Results 

For the validation of the stand-alone GPS-based FIS, the same set of flight tests 

from the evaluation of the WAAS-based FIS are used. Raw GPS/WAAS data were 

recorded from using a modified Garmin 480 WAAS receiver. The total number of 

approaches used in this test is 23. 

7.3.1 T-DPRP Tests 

Figure 7.9 and 7.10 show the cross-track and vertical errors from implementing 

the T-D PRP. A reference position was given from a DGPS position instead of a radar 

altimeter and a TVPS at the threshold. The two thick red lines are FIS accuracy 

requirements for CAT I and CAT IMIIILS calibration. 
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Figure 7.9: Stand-alone GPS-based FIS cross-track errors without TVPS errors 
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Figure 7.10: Stand-alone GPS-based FIS vertical errors without radar altimeter errors 
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The above figures do not represent the total errors of the stand-alone GPS-based 

FIS because the reference position errors are not included. However, these results 

clearly show the error characteristics of the T-D PRP. Based on these, it is possible to 

measure the performance of the stand-alone GPS-based FIS using 95% accuracies of 

the radar altimeter and the TVPS. The total errors will be further discussed in the next 

subsection. 

7.3.2 Stand-alone GPS-based FIS Accuracy 

Considering the T-D PRP error characteristics and the accuracy requirements, 

the most critical regions are around 2200 meters and 2000 meters from the threshold 

in the vertical and horizontal, respectively. To see the performance of the stand-alone 

GPS-based FIS, we should consider the total error caused by both the T-D PRP and 

the reference position error in cross-track and vertical at the critical regions because it 

is here that the total error will most likely violate the FIS accuracy requirements for 

CATIMII ILS calibration. Table 7.1 summarizes the statistics of the errors from the 

T-D PRP at the critical regions. 

Table 7.1: Statistics of the T-D PRP Errors at Critical Regions 

Mean 

Std 

RMS 

2*Std (95%) 

Up(m) 

-0.035 

0.050 

0.061 

0.100 

Cross-Track (m) 

-0.0013 

0.041 

0.041 

0.082 

Treating the T-D PRP errors and the reference position errors as zero-mean 

independent random variables, which is not exactly true but a good approximation, the 

distributions of the total errors can be easily calculated. Considering the accuracies 
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(95%) of the radar altimeter and the TVPS in the stand-alone GPS-based FIS to be 

about 15 cm, the 95% accuracy of the stand-alone GPS-based FIS is about 18 cm in 

the vertical and 17 cm in cross-track at the critical regions. This was computed by 

calculating the RSS of 95% quantities from Table 7.1 and the RA and TVPS 

accuracies. Therefore, the stand-alone GPS-based FIS sufficiently meets the FIS 

accuracy requirements for CAT IMIIILS calibration whose limits are about 30 cm in 

vertical and 60 cm in cross-track. 

7.4 Conclusion 

Stand-alone GPS-based FIS is introduced in this chapter. Its system architecture 

and integrity features are discussed in detail. For the validation of the stand-alone 

GPS-based FIS positioning algorithm, the system was tested with flight test data taken 

during October 30-31, 2006 at Oklahoma City. The results were shown to meet the 

flight inspection system accuracy requirements. 

The GPS-based FIS provides more optimized performance than current FIS in 

terms of accuracy, cost, and efficiency. Its accuracy is between the Inertial-based 

AFIS and the DGPS-based AFIS, and its cost is significantly lower than the two AFIS. 

The efficiency of the stand-alone GPS-based FIS outperforms the two AFIS because it 

does not need a reference station on the ground nor does it require the FI aircraft to fly 

level over the whole runway. 

The drawback in using stand-alone GPS is the lowered integrity as compared to 

GPS augmentation systems. However, the probability of a satellite failure during flight 

inspection is expected to be extremely small because the flight inspection lasts only a 

few minutes and satellite faults are rare and usually corrected within hours. So, a 

satellite failure will rarely occur during flight inspection. It is also expected that the 

FIS-RAIM detects most satellite failures that can cause positioning failures for the 

CAT I accuracy requirement. Overall, the stand-alone GPS-based FIS is a good 

alternate when WAAS (SBAS) is not available and provides better performance than 

the current AFIS. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions 

8.1 Summary of Thesis 

The motivation for this research is to develop a Flight Inspection System (FIS) to 

better serve flight inspection operations than current FISs in terms of cost and 

efficiency. The research has shown an innovative use of GPS and WAAS for flight 

inspection for ILS calibration. The thesis is divided into two parts. Part I developed 

algorithms that improve the position accuracy and stability of GPS and WAAS. Those 

algorithms are particularly effective for a single frequency receiver in short time 

applications. Part II developed FISs that use a single frequency GPS or WAAS 

receiver, a radar altimeter, and a TVPS. These FISs offer different advantages over 

one another such that users can choose one based on their own preferences. The 

benefits from the developed FISs are reduced cost and improved efficiency over the 

current FISs. The following subsection summarizes the current and developed FISs in 

more details. 
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8.1.1 Summary of Flight Inspection Systems 

The Inertial-based AFIS and the DGPS-based AFIS are current FISs being used 

worldwide. The developed FISs in this thesis are the WAAS-aided FIS, the WAAS-

based FIS, and the stand-alone GPS-based FIS. The characteristics of these systems 

are summarized below. 

The Inertial-based AFIS uses a navigation grade INS, a radar altimeter, a TVPS, 

GPS, and a barometric altimeter. This system is self-contained such that no ground 

facility is required, which is the main advantage of this system. With this system, a 

flight inspection airplane needs to fly level over the whole runway. The main 

drawbacks of the Inertial-based AFIS are high cost due to the navigation grade INS 

and poor accuracy far from a runway. This system is operational worldwide. 

The DGPS-based AFIS uses the RTK DGPS system. Since the RTK DGPS 

system requires a reference receiver on the ground, a flight inspection airplane needs 

to land on an airport to set up a reference receiver near a runway. Therefore, flight 

inspection operations are less efficient with this system. The advantages of the DPGS-

based AFIS are high accuracy (better than a few centimeters) and relatively lower cost 

than the Inertial-based AFIS. This system is operational worldwide. 

The WAAS-aided FIS uses a Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) certified WAAS 

receiver, a low cost INS, a radar altimeter, and a TVPS. This system only requires 

position outputs from a WAAS receiver. The WAAS-aided FIS is designed to have 

low cost and high efficiency with easy system realization from the Inertial-based AFIS. 

The WAAS-aided FIS can be realized by replacing a GPS receiver in the Inertial-

based AFIS with a COTS certified WAAS receiver along with corresponding software 

changes. If designing a new system, a tactical or automotive grade INS can be used in 

place of the navigation grade INS. The WAAS-aided FIS is self-contained, and a flight 

inspection airplane does not need to fly level over the runway. The WAAS-aided FIS 

offers low cost and high efficiency, but its accuracy is marginal when compared to the 
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FAA FIS accuracy requirements. This system can be used wherever the WAAS 

(SBAS) is available. 

The WAAS-based FIS uses a modified WAAS receiver, a radar altimeter, and a 

TVPS. The WAAS receiver must be able to output raw GPS and WAAS 

measurements. No INS of any kind is utilized in this system, and the WAAS-based 

FIS for CAT I ILS calibration does not even need a TVPS. The WAAS-based FIS 

offers low cost and high efficiency with sufficient accuracy to meet the FAA FIS 

accuracy requirements. With this system, a flight inspection airplane does not need to 

fly level over the runway. Utilizing the WAAS integrity messages and WAAS 

accuracy, this system has secure protection against both satellite failures and large 

reference position errors over the runway threshold. This system, also, can only be 

used wherever the WAAS (SBAS) is available. 

Stand-alone GPS-based FIS uses a GPS receiver, a radar altimeter, and a TVPS. 

A GPS receiver must be able to output raw GPS measurements. The stand-alone GPS-

based FIS also offers low cost and high efficiency with sufficient accuracy to meet the 

FAA FIS accuracy requirements. With this system, a flight inspection airplane does 

not need to fly level over the runway. The stand-alone GPS-based FIS has an integrity 

feature from the FIS-RAIM to protect against possible satellite failures. The integrity 

of a reference position over the runway threshold can only be checked in this system 

by the pilot looking out the window; however, this is also the situation with the current 

AFISs. The stand-alone GPS-based FIS can be used worldwide. 

The analysis of the efficiency improvement of the WAAS-based FIS over the 

Inertial-based AFIS is described in Figure 8.1. The WAAS-aided FIS and the GPS-

based FIS flight trajectories are not shown in the figure because they have the same 

efficiency as the WAAS-based FIS. In this figure, it is assumed that the approach 

starts at 10 NM away from the runway threshold and the length of the runway is about 

1.5 NM (2700 m). A simple 2D semi-circle trajectory is taken in this analysis. Based 

on these assumptions, the WAAS-based FIS has a 20 NM straight flight trajectory plus 

a turning trajectory at the two ends. On the other hand, the Inertial-based FIS has a 

length of 23 NM straight flight trajectory plus the turning trajectories. Assuming the 
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turning trajectory is 2 NM at each end, a flight inspection aircraft with the WAAS-

based FIS will achieve 11% better efficiency over the Inertial-based AFIS when the 

shorter pattern is acceptable to ATC. 

Inertial-based AFIS flight trajectory 

WAAS-based FIS flight trajectory 

i « ™ 1 0 N M 

1.5 NM 

Figure 8.1: Comparison of flight trajectory using the WAAS-based FIS and the Inertial-

based FIS 

Table 8.1 compares the performance of the current FISs and the developed FISs 

in terms of accuracy, efficiency, cost-effectiveness, and worldwide usefulness. More 

stars represent better performance in each field. The number of stars ranges from 1 to 

5. From Table 8.1, we can clearly see that the developed FISs using GPS and WAAS 

have good performances in the all of the criteria and provide better efficiency and 

lower cost than the current FISs. 
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Table 8.1: Comparison of flight inspection system performance 

Inertial-based 
AFIS 

DGPS-based 
AFIS 

WAAS(SBAS)-
aided FIS 

WAAS(SBAS)-
based FIS 

Standalone 
GPS-based FIS 

Accuracy 

* * • 

* * * * * 

* * 

* * * * 

* * * * 

Efficiency 

* * * * 

* 

* * * * * 

* * * * * 

as W BE «« "mT 

Cost-Effect. 

* 

* * * 

* * * * 

* * * * * 

* * * * * 

Worldwide 
Usefulness 

* * * * * 

* * * * * 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * * * 

8.2 Flight Inspection Systems with Future Signals 

The next few decades will be the Renaissance of Global Navigation Satellite 

Systems (GNSS). EGNOS will be operational in less than a few years. Other 

augmentation systems such as QZSS and GAGAN are being developed. The full 

constellation of Galileo and GLONASS will be complete in less than 10 years. The 

modernization of GPS and WAAS has already been initiated. Ultimately, aviation 

receivers will become dual frequency in order to take advantage of the two civil 

frequencies in the GNSS; therefore, FI systems will require dual frequency receivers 

as well. 

The expected benefits to flight inspection from those new systems and signals 

are listed below. 
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• Improved accuracy in the WAAS (SBAS)-aided FIS due to the improved 

accuracy and stability of the modernized WAAS; 

• More stable T-D PRP solutions with Galileo (and/or GLONASS) due to 

better satellite geometry; 

• Better integrity check of the reference position from a radar altimeter and 

a TVPS in the WAAS (SBAS)-based FIS due to increased accuracy of 

the modernized WAAS; 

• Integrity check of the reference position from a radar altimeter and a 

TVPS in the stand-alone GPS-based FIS becomes possible by using dual 

frequency GPS LI and L5 signals; 

• The stand-alone GPS-based FIS can be extended to include Galileo and 

GLONASS. Using other constellations, an integrity check of the 

reference position from a radar altimeter and a TVPS may be possible; 

and 

• The improved accuracy of the GNSS/SBAS networks will most likely 

eliminate the need for the TVPS. 

Fortunately, it does not require significant modifications to the developed 

algorithms in this dissertation to enjoy the benefits from using future signals. 

Therefore, the developed FISs can be easily upgraded to have improved performance 

when the future signals become available. 
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